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CHAPTIIII VI

'fliE PLANETARY VALLEY FORCE
An Ea Attack on October 13, 1954
McCullough encountered an unusual atorm on his route
toward Arizona near St. Joseph, Missouri, in Kansas, ou
October 13, 1954, the same day we had suffered gravely
under DOR at Orgonon. The following is his verbatim report, dispatched on October 19th from Arizona; it reached
me via the Boston relay station by phone on October 22
at a motel in Washington, D. C. It was picked up by a
listening post of the ATIC in a room beneath my motel
room; it was hurried away by car immediately after the
phone report was ended.
The McCullough report corroborated our previons experiences at Orgonon: The war of the planeta was truly
on. The Kansas event of October 13, 1954, was followed
by further clear-cut Ea evento in Arizona, especially on
December 14th, 1954, a few honra only after the ORUR
material was flown into the Tucson airport by Dr. Silvert.
It was only during the preparatio and integration of facts
from the various log books that the seriousness of the interplanetary situation began to become clear in itã manifold aspects. Until then, I had refused to accept the criticai
evidence without reservation. Here is MeCullough's letter
of October 19th, 1954, verbatim:
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Reeeived through G. H. from Boston to Washington,
10/22/54:
"Wilheim Reich, M.D.
cio Grethe Sharaf
25 Beaconsfield Road
Brookline, Mass.
October 19, 1954
General Delivery
Tucson, Arizona
Dear Dr. Reich:
I intend to type up a fali aecount of my trip to Tucson
but two incidents won't wait.
1. Wednesday, October 13. We had just left St. Joseph,
Missouri in the late afternoon. Sky was darkening to the
west. We stopped for an hour 3 miles E of Blair, Kansas.
In the course of half an hour there was a tremendous storm
blindar) directly overhead_ Altho it was dark, the landscape was continuonsly illuminated with cloud to cloud
lightning. I suddenly was sure that Ea was building that
up against me and the truck. Things happened just then.
saw a yellow moon-like Ea just appear below the cioud
erige to the east. It disappeared immediately. Also observed by my daughter. Then a blinking white light was
observed nioving right to left in the NAS. There was NO
sound—and a plane would not fly into or under that stern'.
The feeling, the two sightings and the first raio ali happened within 10 minutes-6:30 p.m. CST. We drove 20
miles to the west in terrific main; I've nevar seen it so
heavy. Finally got beyond it. The weather forecast had
been for fair sunny weather—no showers. At 10 pm the
Kansas City Weather Bureau forecast tornados SW -* NE
in that area of Kansas and Missouri. The nearest weather
reporting station, Atchison, Kansas-20 miles on to the SW
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of where we were—reported 2.37 inches of rain fell in less
than 1 hour. I feel that this was an attack on the truck—t
iP; /Itry

2. No other Ea were observed until on the slopes of
the mountains 20 infles SE of Tucson a yellow-orange
dumbbell-shaped light was observed for abont 30 seconds
at 8 pm. At 12 midnight a B-47 stratojet bomber made a
practice landing at Tucson, couldn't get np again and
crashed and burned. One killed. Possibly a connection7
(October 18, 1954).
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DOR ia very bad here. Eyes g reatiy irritated hy it.
Extremely dehydrating. It was never this bad in Yuma.
Desert development has progressed a lot. Trees dying all
along through Colorado and New Mexico. Even the deserta
are dying. Where 1 eamped in soutbern New Mexico 14
years ago in Yucca foreats—only tumble weed is to be
found now.
Sincerely yours,
/s/ Robert A. McCullough"

(Reproduetion of original letter follows.)
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With the heip of The Southern Arizona Bank, a bouse
with 50 acres 'and around, suitable for our purposes, was
fonnd and on October 31 we began establishing ourselves.
The base was named "Little Orgotton." It was excellently
located about eight mies north of Tucson, between route
80 and 89 to Oracle Junctiots and route 84 leading to the
west.
Tucson itself is situated in a valley surrounded by
interesting, at the time totally barren mountains. Only the
creste of Mount Lemmon earry remnants of the old pine
and apruce vegetation. Below a certain top levei there is
nothing bui rock, guines, steep abysges, secondary desert
vegetation and dry river beds. The following sketeh shows
the approximate location of the surrounding mountain
ranges.
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a. Mova tain rangei

• L. G. . Littie Orgonon.
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There mountain ranges were splendid observation
marks for UROP Desert Ea, among there particularly
Mount (natalina which was sitnated to the northeaet of
Little Orgonon, slightly curved toward the soutbwest, i.e.,
toward the Pacific Ocean, This mountain range beeame
our most important observation laudmark. This range
functioned as a reflector of OR energy and recipient of
the incoming moisture. It was the first to show the gre.ening process. Further to the north lay the Mt. Lemmon
group of ranges. On Mt. Lemmon we drew in our high OR
potential in order to accelerate the incoming of the moisLure from the Pacific Ocean (see p. 164).
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Many Ea were seen hanging M the sky during the
nights of October 31 and November 1. The laboratory
equipment was ready on November 2nd. Ou' actual DOR
removal operations, too, began ou November 2nd.
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The first few weeks were devoted to exploratory tripa
in the region around Tucson. 1 tested the distribution of
DOR, ite mobility, the sensitivity of the atmosphere to
drawing operations, the prevailing wind directions, the
daily changes in moisture and temperature, the possibilitios of cloud fui•ination, etc. When we arrived and weeks
thereafter, there were no clouds in the sky at all. We were
told by local citizens that it had not rained in the Tucson
region for more than five years beforc 1954.
Our base was equipped with an excellent observation
dec.k. We put up the telescope, the atar altitude meter,
hygrometer, a portable Geiger Counter and photographic equipment. The deck was equipped with cheira
which marfe it easy for us to make sky observations in
the lying down rather than turneneek-back position.

1
b. Galactic atroam
Fin. 20. Position of the Tucson base

DOR had been veiy bad during the past few nights.
There was no doubt whatever about the DOR emergency
in the desert 1L soon noticed that DOR was lese during
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the night, if there were no Ea in the sky ; DOR usually
increased during the dag. DOR seemed w bc rever...1Na
for the burning heat, the parching effeets of the sun
radiation.
My first impression of the snrrounding mountain
ranges was: They were "eaten out," gnawed at by DOR
as if a tnonster were feediny on mountain rocks. This first
impression was fator eonfirmed by careful observation.
The deep-cutting ravines and gullies impreesed one as
forcefully gnawed ont and not as due to water erosion.
There was no water whatever in the ravines or riverbeds.
There had been no water for 50 years. There was no
prairie grass whatever, only sand and guines and caked,
parched, sandy soil.
The desert gave the impression of being in flua. This
impression was secured as final when within a period of
six months 1 had travelled the rente to Oracle aud beyond,
aboca 80 miles daily to and fro on reutine observation.
As 1 have mentioned earlier, getting thoroughly acquainted
with the region render operation is of paramount importante seeond to nona. A landscape has an expression
and an emotional fiavor like a human being or an
To learn to know this fiavor and to tive with it in good
eomfort takes time, patience, absence of prejudico and
of arrogant know-it-all, or similar attitudes adverse to
learning.
The gullies ou the mountainsides, the turreta of granito
and sand (soe Fig. 18, p. 119), the sharp, rugged chies
which soem to grow ont of the valleys, sand danes forining
already where there is as yet no Saltara type of desert; the
particular, parching dryness which matches the parching,
beating down of the sim through blackish DOR eeilings,
these are more than mera "sights" or "detalha" They are
features of a particular kind of living being. I felt no particular syrnpathy or love for the desert. I like green pas-

turns, moas-covered ground in birch or oak woods. But I
could. after a few weeks' observation, understand the
peculiar attachment which some people rasem to have for
the desert landscape and desert atmoaphere. It is sympathy for a dying living thing that is still struggling for
its
The theory of erosion as the solasse of ravines and
amassing of silt lias mede it difficult to appreciate the DOR
that guawe at the rocks, parches the soil, turns loam into
sand, dries out river beds, attacks mountain ranges and
fiattens them into rounded sand danes.
The upper reaehes of Mt. Lemmon were still covered
with primary vegetation of evergreens and moas. It conflrmed impressiona we had had during the crossing of the
continent: The primai vegetation is still alive where DOR
clouds have not reached the peaks of the mountains. DOR
tenda to sink down into the valleys and to hover low over
the landscape like a eeiling. Where DOR hovera, life dies
rapidly. Life does not return, or it returns only as secondary vegetation, adapted in the ehollas, the saguaros, the
palo-verdes and various cactus forrai; in the southwestern
U.S.A., to the DOR atmosphere.
Desert appeared after closer acquaintance to be a proceas rather than a static state of existenee. It appeared as
a continuous struggle of life against death, of dying and
reaction againat dying in various stages. To this, even
the most desolate type of desert, the "Babara" sand
desert, like that near El Centro, California, did not seem
to make an exeeption.
The following rongh picture of the sequentes in the
development of deserta originated from the observations
over the peara since the DOR emergeney had first struck
at Orgonon in 1951:
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Decert na veiopment
iu the
of
In my preeent desert work the deeay
basic
io treer
foresta of the U.S.A. ocenpies a centralsitpon.
The
problern is the death of vegetation, tlie development of
desert and tlie nature of the agente responsible for this
proeess. Comparativo observations and experirnentation
in Maine, on the Atlantic coast, in the southwestern U.S.A.
and in the laboratory leave little doubt as to the nature of
the killer of Life:

DOR: in other
The killer of Ne is Dead Life Energy or
words, the same primordial COBMie energy which creates,
set of eirsustains and reproduces life under one definito
conditions
c-umst4nces is the very kiiter of life when these
are ah eTtt.
Moreover, Life Energy, which is niassfree, primordial
" corriers,"
coernic energy, ereates its own "material"
such as the indispensable organie building stones H, 0, C,
and N and their vs.rious c,ornpounds, 1120, 02, 002, Barbo-

hydrates, fats and proteins.
Tu the living organism, the Life Energy sbows raetabo- liam, a levei ptinnetioning ("Capacity levei"), continuons
— _ _--creative
funetioning in producing red and white blood cells,
and other eonstituents of membranous or nervous struetures, in keeping the bio•chemisiry of the organism inteEnergy Econolny, "orderly
grated and well balanced:
energy household."
At the very balis of these life functione we finei the
the change from OR energy
dying of the Life Energy itself ; Life Energy, comparable
into so-called DOR , i.e., the deod
roughly to the remnts
na of burned coal. The analogy goes
L_ much further tban indieated.
The proceas of dying of ara organism eeerns, ultimately,
to be no more tban the dying of the Life Energy itself, the
basic change ali
change from OR. to DOR. With Chis
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secondary functions of life, energy metabolism, economy,
integration of functions, eohesion of tis-iffé7continuous reproduction of living matter and sap, also eeaee. In other
words, the common functioning principie of ali "Death"
is immobilized Life Energy (cosmie primai cdergy) which
for the lifetime of the epecial organism has directed its
material carriers, the rnembranous strueture and the life
fluida, constantly in exchange and metabolizing with the
Orgone Energy ocean outside, in the environment.
Ou our planet the basic carriers of Life Energy are
water (1120) ald Oxygen (02 ). No crie can tell at present
whether Life Energy produces different kinds of carriers
on other heavenly hodies,
Certeira conditioris are required for the primai massfree Life Energy to produce its carriers, water, Oxygen,
Carbon, and Nitrogen and its further organie comine unds.
Life Energy itself existe in apare. It can be shown to
exist in strong acids such as Agua Regia, a mixture of
Nitrir, and Iïydrochloric acid. It siso can be demonstrated
at the pH of 9-12 in strong Hydroxide solutions, However,
the carriers of Life Energy form membranous etructures
of life in a narrow range of pH 7-7.4 approximately only.
It appears as if Life Energy in organisrnic functioning
of what we used to caia "Life" were restricted to a kind
of narrow exiatence ou a razor'a edge, as it were—the
razoes edge being a neutral or approximately neutral narrow realm, characterized by 7-7.4 pH, between a wide killing realm of acid (1-1-#') on the one side (p11 1-6) and of
base (OH-) mi the other side (pH 8-12).
Se much is certain, ou the basie of observation and
experiment :
Life is at present, under the gávea cirmonstances, exieting ou the razor's edge between two kinds of deaths. How
this will be afier Life lias beeorne avaro of itself and its
way, we cannot tell. It is within the realm of possibilities,

r.
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even of probabilities that Life will construct, create new,
existente for ;Neli with the knowlsafer, broader ways a
edge of life it is about to acquire.
Life thus holds only a narrow wedge as its own domain
in the intinite vastness of the costnic energy. Organismic
Life Energy metabolizes from and into the cosmie energy
Respiration, feeding and direct radiationfe Energy
ocean.
are the basic vehicles of the metabolism of Lio
between organism and environment. Within, the rga
apparently metabolizes freshly taken in OR energy into
of 002,
DOR energy which is being expelled in the form dations.
urine (NE12 products), feees, sweat and gaseons exu
Energy equilibrium between charge and discharge is
easily raaintained in the healthy organism. During sickalso more DOR
ness more OR seema to change into DOR,
to be retained in the tiesnes. Thus, a prevalence
seema
feature of all disease.
of DOR energy would be a basic
From this prevalence several consequences may legai,

4.;
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mately be derived.
One is, a greater indination to exudate and to retain
fluid in cavities, within the interstitia of tissue, in the abe
domen, extrernities in the form of edema, aseites, parenehyrnatous swelling, etc. There seema to be more to this
inclination to retain fluid than mete inhibition of meehanical movements of body fluids. There seems to exist a dose
relation of DOR to water or rather to a change of DOR
into H2O. In aleohol addiets we find parched lips -and
tongue, thirst and severo dehydration of tissues with the
direction toward cirrhosis of liver, induration of brain
tissue, etc. DOR prevalence means need for more fluid,
foremost water. OR energy shows, as we well know. great i
mutual affinity to water. The water is being absorbed
obtained by the thirsty DOR ,energy.
wherever it can be ,
change into
If we add to the great absorption of water the
of whatdehydration
of the
water, we obtain a truer pictureWith
the dehydration of tisever is near and eontains fluid. -
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sues goee a lesser ability to move and metabolize fluida.
Polyuria, uremia, albumin and sugar in the urine as signa
of tisana disintegration, are doar resulte of a disturbed energy metabolism. Mueh detail re:nains to be gathered here ;
but the basic disturbance ia doar: Dehydration of tissues,
staguation of metabolism, to which later is added lack of
oxygen intake and the resultant CO2 surpius as in caneer,
in edema of the lungs, lividity, and cyanoais, recession of
vitality ou the wbole. So far, the DOR manifestations in
the organism. In a vicious cirele, inhibition oi OR function.s leads to prevalenee of DOR funetions, and the latter
lead to steady increase in OR funetion deeay, thus to death.
DOR funetions are eharacterized by a silent, invisible
and inaudible, as it were, gnawing away and insidious
consumption of the life force of a host or organista. DOR
works like a tapeworm, within the intestinos of the host,
be it emotionally or substantially. DOR is hungry for
nourishment, for water, for oxygen, for ' * ' becoming
productive Life Energy, ar OR energy, again, in short for
"revivei." But, exactly in its attempt to become fully
funetioning life again, DOR destroys its own host, its own
source of nourishment, its own hope.
If emotional pestilent reaáions are duo to DOR, then
the emotional desert does exactly to its host or giver what
the tapeworm or DOR in the tissues does : Tall the bost, the
giver of life in silent destruction by way of sapping its
strength.
This faet has obvionsly doar bearing on present-day
social conclitions :
Where life has been lacking nourishment and cara for
ages, as in the great Asiatic etenmunities, DOR energy is
prevalent, both in the living beings and in the atmosphere.
The eraving for nourishment is immense. The prevalence
of DOR will attract more DOR, emotionally and physicaily.
Complete destruction of the host, in this case of the globo
of mother earth, Monas on the horizon of °lir future.
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It has great signilicance for the mastery of our future,
that DOR eurpins etmeee deserte in the landseape as it
does in the organism. Demert souls will enhance desert development ; and desert development will increase DOR or
staleness in the human emotions.
The outcome hinges clearly on whether at all, to what
extent and at what step of the decay process, DOR
astroeThe
can be reverted again into OR or Life Energy.
doubtlessly reversible.
ess of disintegration is ctearty and
in the (lesai work 1954/1955 in AriThis has been shown
to
zona, when completely barren desert lana was turned in
green pastores again after thousands of years through
removal of DOR from the atmosphere.
The process of disintegratiort of trees and whole forests
is due to progressive DOR prevalence in the atmosphere.
A slight DOR prevalence causes dryness, dryness in turn
increases DOR. Thns, in a vieious cirele, the water-hunger
grows together with diminishing precipitation. The process is slow, and not easily discernible. Not much is known
here
abont its secret attrition of life. When the atmospth
Incarnes droughty, causing donde increasingly to lose heis
eohesion and to dissipate more easily, the levei of ritmospheric ruoieture sinks and the lana hegins to parda. Water
leveis, too. sink. The Life Energy in the atmosphere hes
oisture. In addition, DOR
lesa and lesa resonrces of m
causes the sun heat to turn intui"burning" or "parching"
heat. Thus the Life Energy irmos, thirsty to the extreme,
toward the moisture present within the vegetation. DOR
penetrates the trees slowly from the top downward, and
from the hark inward.
The atinoepheric (or cosrnic) source of the destructive
IDOR, effecting desert conditions, was established beyond
I donbt in 1953. The atmospheric DOR ciou& exerted an
í effect of gradual immobilizatien of life ia planta and animais. Concentrated Sodium Ilydroxide (Na011) in open
,
disbes causes a white snbstance, terroed "white DRENE

.•
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(0e) to settle down abone the 1e7e1 of the fluid on the inner
wall of the dish. As long as there is fluid in the dish, de
rewains moisi and harmiess. r—nder the microseope it diaplays beautifully tormed "bago" that grow, segrnent, expand, and are productive in many other bio-energetic ways.
On the other hand, howcver, when the fluid is not replenished and the dieh hecomes dry, white Orene turns into
a liara, white substance. It is dead, material Life Energy,
Lt: "t" denoting the function of the deadly T-bodies, diacovered 1936 in rny Oslo Laboratory in a culture from
sarcoma tissue. The hardened white Lt is troe DOR substance. It irritates the atmosphere; it causes infiammaflon on mucous membranee; it resulte in T-bodies when
kept, after full hardening, in water. There are other important qualities.
One of the utast important unes is the turning black of
"white Orene," viewed microscopically and, the other way
around, turning white of Melanor (31e), the black matterlike substanee which can be collected from the atmosphere.
One laboratory research assistant had grown white drene
eaeily in her berne ia a Washington suburb, but failed to
obtain it in her laboratory at N.I.H. (National Institute
of Efealth). There, apparently the fluorescent lights had
killed the Le outright and drawn it into the incide of the
Argon tuhee. One may eaeiiy see what a "control experiment" designed to refute the Orgone theory by ali rneans,
condueted by any prejudiced hio-chemist under such conditions could do to disavow the diseovery of the Life
Energy. (Soe siso "Melanor, irrite, Brownite and Orene,
Preliminary Chetnical.Analysis," in CORE, Vol. VII, Nos.
1-2, 1955, Orgone Institute Press, N. Y.)
This change of color is probably related to changes in
the direetion of radiation. In agreernent with Kirchhors
finding, the "black" Orene absorbs energy, white the
?Otite Orene gives off energy. This may gain some significam° at later investigations. Whatever the reason remi
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be, we may observe the same ehanges when Melanor from
the upper atmosphere attack troes in a forest. The attack
is due to the droughty lack of moisture in the atmosphere.
The 'misture is now being obtained from the bark at first,
then, upon further penetration of the troe structure, siso
from the deeper rings or layers. Correapondingly we see
at first the bark getting blackish; then the bark disintogrates, and disappears. The proeess never seta in from
the roots npward; it is fim not due to "baga." The disappearance of the bark regularly begins at the troe topa,
working its way downward toward the roots. Also, the
blackening and onauing disintegration of the bark begins
on the upper sides of the branches; fás points again clearly
to the atmosphere as the source of the noxione agent, the
Melanor.
After some time, when the bark is well off the attacked
troe and the disintegration fairly well advanced toward the
roots, the incide of the troe substance disappears, too :
The troe becomes hollow. Then, due to loas of energy and
substance, the troe frenda or curls np like a cork screw; the
branches sink down and fali off, until the whole tree collapses. Thns, Melanor (DOR) has robbed the troe of its
moisture, of its alive OR energy, of its substance. Now
we see the snrface of the barkleas atem and branches turnwhite Orene, exactly
ing white. Melanor has changed
the opposite of alive, white Orene turning black and hardening npon loas of moisture. These processes can be directly observed on a far largar Baile in the Sahara-like
desert of the Southwestern II. S. A. near Yuma. Largo
stretclies of "Black Rock," i.e., Melanor, are irnpressive
as witness to the deadly force of DOR. This is true for
both the outer Desert like the Sahara and the Emotional
Desert as presented together in the excellent film, "Bad
Day at BLACK Roas," 1955, with Spencer Tracy in the
matter role.
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These obeervations point toward crucial processes of
death and desert development at the roota of life. These
processes are, to repeat, cbaracterized by their haenee, and
by slow attrition of the victim. The life force having been
sapped from the victim, it alowly becomes paralyzed and
finally gives np.
The pestilential character shows the same type of behavior. He feels "black" inside and often is actually black
at the akin. He sapa juicy, emotionally rich people, deprives them of their strength, akin to the behavior o! a
tapeworm, within the host victim. The pestilential eharacter thrives on the energy loss in the victim, but in the
end he perishes with the hoat, From here to sociological
conclusions regardíng the secret dy-namics of political dietatorship is only a logical step; from here, too, a bridge can
be built toward understanding the connection between
desert development on our planet and visitors from outer
space. These visitors are using fresh cosmic energy for
their locomotion and pour the slag, DOR, into our atmosphere. Whether this is being done on purpose or by accident does not matter as far as the effects upon life on
earth are concerned.
Thus, to summarize, orgonomic research has found at
the very roots of eristence an energy, which, dependent
on circumstances, functioas either as a life giving, life furthering, and reprodueing force or, lu the absence of such
eonditions, turns into a killer of Life. It even becomes a
destroyer of lifeless matter, as was shown in the disintegration of solid rock, granito, etc., to desert sand during
the Oranur Experirnent, 1951-1954.
(OR) Life

' (DOR) Death

Cosmic Energy
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Pitam&
I. DOR ATTACK UPON OREEN LANDS
Original vegetation dies slowly doe to repeated, severo
droughts. It decays gradualiy, thins out, but at times it
reacta with great Inshness and abundant growth as if feverishly reacting against the DOR attack. Trees decay; they
disintegrate in the center bionously; large and ever larger
hollows develop in the trunks ; then they bend like rubber
hoses ; slowly brandi by bramis, twig by twig they die until
the atem topples over, too. Armored man passes by this
devastation over the ages without noticing it. Or if he
notices the insidious disaster, he telis nothing to anyone.
He is slowly deteriorating himself, as clearly seen ia the
difference between an inhabitant of the Nile Basin or the
Italian Peninsula only two and a half thousand years ago
and nt present in the 20th centnry.
In this first phase, water wells dry out, one by one, over
years of drought and scanty rain. The surface soil cakes
and turas white due to infiltreting Orite. The sol still has
the power to come back upon a good, soaking main em upon
relief from the nauseating, dehydrating, life-draining DOR
ciouds. The caked soil, formerly black and fieis and juicy,
tunas into loam, then yeilow clay, and gradually cakes into
little hard pebbles, not distinguiahable from small rocks.
An open eye and a functional mind, following processes
in nature as they are, can see ali this as an ever-changing
funetion up til the Sahara-type devaatation. In this phase,
granito disintegrates impereeptibly, uniess the eye is
trained to Ree its progress ; but the rock disintegrating luto
bions on the surface is still capable of reorganization,
usually listo a harder surface with a whitish hue, the unmistakahle sign of Omite rnixed into the bionous mas&
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L1. DOR ATTACK UPON CAKED SOM
The caked soil becomes tiesured; it does not come back
as easily as before after a soaking raia. DOR has eaten
¡Ui way into narrow and shallow fissuras, deepening and
widening them. The sol as well as the decaying rocks turras
into gray, tater red clay. "RED SANDS" begin to show.
Loam, still capable of bearing fruit, develope from the clay
through Melanor.
DOR ATTACK UPON RED CLAY
The caked elay taras more and more luto sand. DOR
destroys the cohesive power of the energy which kept the
clay partidos together and tenda back toward rock formation on smaller scale, as it were. This dry sand is, as
shown easily by experimenta, still capable of being reversed
by moisture toward soiL However, if DOR continues to
penetrate, to dehydrate, to cause everything in its path to
disintegrate, the limit of reversibility is paesed, and the
sand beconies fruitless, sterile, unchangeable by natural
mearas. Nature, then, still continues to create but no loiiger
ou the levei of the living.
In this third phase, when the resistance of the living
has been broken by DOR and Melanor, when there is no
OR life left ia the soil, rnountains are literally being eaten
up by DOR. MELANOR EATS MOUNTAINS. This was
the moet dramatic experiente in the desert, especially in
the region around El Centro; Melanor eata mountains.
The rnountains in the desert are being levelled off with
single untouched rocks standing upright like turrets surrounded by caked clay and sand. Where there is still some
moisture available, secondary vegetation is still possible.
But the seeondary desert vegetation will soou die, too. The
rivers have died long ago. Deep wells are still there but
they are losing out, too. The deep water well levei siuks
from year to year by a few feet. This was the case over
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the 'met decade in Arizona, aocording to reporta of farmers.
With the general decay, the bilis fiatten and ronud out. Tim
landacape, due to OBITE deposite, acquiree more aud more
a whitish look. The next etep is :

The greening of the parehed land carne about without
a dual; of ta;m. The raoirsture we had bem drawing in from
the southwestern shores of the U.S.A. had acenmulated in
the atmosphere, was refieeted by the slopes of Mt. Catalima, and had eaused the greening of the desert lancis. Now,
such a phenomenon is incomprehensible to a mechanistie,
" spore "-bound biology. Aceording to the spore hypothesis
the seeds of the prairie grass blades must have slumbered
in the parched, caked, completely barren sand for thousands
of years. Then, snddenly, with no rain falling nor soaking
the ground, the shoots began to appear, as if from note here.

l V. DOR ATTACK IIPON THE CLAY AND THE REMNANTS OF LIFE
The "WHITE SANDS" only, sky ateei gray above,
lud radiation, Orite taking over, changing the desert into a
whitish moon landseape.
This was the picture before me on November 2, 1954.
Proto-Vegetation— The Greening of Sandy Desert

L

It was not the primary objective of the expedition to
"make rain over rainless desert lauda." It turned out
later that "making rain," if we could have done it, would
have hidden from UR the available acientifle information on
the Jynamies of desert funetioning. On the contrary, it
helped greatly that rain eould not easily be obtained. We
had no ambition to impress anyone with making rain over
desert.
During the first days of November 1954 the surrounding
desert region, partienlarly at Mt. Catalina, reacted to the
systematic DOR removal with greening. Shoots of prairie
grass sprouted first singly, then in patebes and finally the
sand was covered with a fine earpet of green. The green
spread toward Mt. Catalina, elimbed during the following
weeka up the mountain slopes, eztended slowly toward the
north along the highway ; from here it spread ont toward
east and west, until by December last it stood severa'
inches to a foot deep over a territory of about 40 to 80
miles from Tucson with prevalenee to the east and north.
1 repeat: Orass greve knee deep on a territory where no
grass had been before, where only barren sand had been
as far back as people rernembered.

It is exactly at such crossroads of natural evento that
the failnre of meehanistie thinking regarding fundamental
matters of nature becomes evident. It is also here where
orgonomie biophysics passes its teste. The mechanistic
theory of spores was inapplicable. Still, the greening was
a fact, observed by many people in that region. Cattle were
driven, first by twos and fours, later in herde upon the new
prairie lande. The mechanistie biologist kept quiet. He
had nothing to say. Where his understanding failed and
when his pride was hurt, he was inclined to simply misconetrue opinion in a rather unpieasant fashion, painful
to listen to.
In order to obtain understanding of the appearance of
prairie grass without rain, I set up a few dishes with caked
soil for microscopic observation. One dish contained nothing but dry soil taken from the yard; it was kept exposed
to the burning sun. Another dish contained soil which
had been sprinkled with white Orite, Et so-called. It, too,
was kept in the sun. A third dish contained caked soil taken
from the yard, filled with well water to imitate the covdition of irrigation. A fourth dish contained the same soil,
but did not contata any water together with the soil;
rather the water was arranged in such a manner that it
evaporated only into the caked soil; this arrangentent was
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deRi fined to reproduce the actual situation of grass growing
without raia. It was clearly the moisture inerea.se ara the,
atmosphere which had eaused the grass to gt ow.

These formations could be reprodueed at will. A few
grRinA of tinkAd Rn;1 arda plit mi a elenn, that slide. PWO
drops of water are deposited one to each side of the small
heap of sand. Observation over an hour or so with 300
to 600x magnifieation shows clearly Prato-vegetation.

The four dishes were observed at regular intervals with
about 300 and 1000x magnification over a period of severa!
months. Soon several riddles were no riddles any langor.
The caked soil kept dry, did not change mueb, exeept
becoming somewhat harder. The caked soil where Et had
been added caked more and faster; after two nionths there
were small pebbles of hard rock forming in the dish. ,The
dish which contained sai! Mus water showed only bionous
development with some protozoa.
However, the surprise carne from the fourth dish. The
soil had absorbed moisture from the surrounding water
directly. Microscopic examination revenled an unknown
type of growth: Fan-like formations at the margins of bion
heaps.

The soil particles stretch out totvard the moisture by
fortning digit-tine protrusions in the direction of the dropleis. This solved the riddle of prairie grass growing on
parched lands without raia, upon DOR remova! and increase in atmospheric moisture alone.
PROTO-VEGETATION must have been the original
forra of primordial vegetation on earth. Refere spores ar
seeds could be there, some living forre that produced seeds
and spores must have been formed. The seeds could not
possibly have come from nowhere; nor could they have
passed through cosmic epaces with neer absolnte freezing
temperature. We are witnessing the writing of an entirely
new chapter of biogenesis on this planet and shall do well
to step at this point befere proceeding again.
We nnderstand now why raia would have obliterated
this finding. It would have kept the Proto-vegetation from
our view and, in addition, it would have drowned the outstretcbing bions as was shown by actual experiment. In
a similar vein, also, man dying of thirst must first get used
to small arnounts of water. He must adapt himself to it.
This finding corresponds in the manner it was seeured to
the finding of the siar track which was langor and deviating
at the same time. It is in finding such gema of knowledge
that we also find our greatest satisfaction in knowledge.

PP ora- 7,6 E74 7/ 84/
Fig. 21. Dry .and (ealced soil partida') to left on slide develop
6nger.like formations ttretelaing toward reator dropleta
to right on elide. .A.ctuel appearence at appr. 600-1000e

Ea and Rain aonde
On November 7th the moisture had risen in the atmosphere from the usual 15% to 65% R.H., an unheard of Relative Efurnidity for Tucson. A Tucson radio announcer who
reported ou the humidity that day also announced that he
had been "told to announce only minimal humidities."
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16%

Some of the chollas and saguaros higher up on the
plateau toward Oracle were blaekening and failing apari
where the green prairie grass bati appeared. The rapidity
of the reactions was astonishing.

remained hanging about 10-15 degrees in one place for
henrs. The fiey bsd been repleta with severo DOR; blankets
of blaekness hovered over the Tucson region and Little
Orgonon. We drew off some DOR early that day, but it
returned soon. The mountains to the south and west were
espeeially and severely veiled with DOR biankets.

We were drawing now with the Cloudbuster contiuuany, from the southwest mostly. The task now was to
obtain a continuous flow of moisture from caber the western or the southwestern Pacific coast, through Yua', or
Mexico, or if possible from both. DOR lay heavy to the
west, constituting a barrier, as it were, against unimpeded
flow of moisture. It was further contemplated to amoraplish, if at ali possible, a fusion. of the western or southwestern moisture flow with the Atiantie moisture. But we
knew well that the deadlock in the Great Basin due to the
DOR ceiliug had to be broken first. A first wedge had been
driven into the staleness of DOR.
On November 7th the first clouds were forming thickly
over Little Orgonon. They Joon covered ali of the sky tending toward raie. The OR flow that day was from east to
west. Clouds were reported forming at the Pacific Ocean.
At 13:00 hrs. the sky Was completely overclouded, espccially
to the west. At 17:00 the sky in zenith was droughty. At
21:00 the clouds were dissolving rapidly, in a most conspienous fashion. At 22:00 the sky was elear of clouds. We
did not understand what had cansed the dissolution of the
raia clouds. We had, without being aware of it at the
moment, come into contact with the effects of Ea upon
cloud formation in deserte :
All through the night on November 7th. to 8th, 1954, we
witnessed a spectacle which opened up the realm of Ea
with respect to cloud and rain formation. That evening a
bright, large luminating bali was seen coming up like a
star on the northern shoulder of Mt. Catalina. It rnoved
very slowly toward the south aiong the mountain erest.
Before reaching the southern siope, it turred upward and
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Fig. 22.

Ela over Mt. Catalina

There could be little doubt as to the connection be.tween
the observation dnring the night of the bright luminating
bali and the disappearance of the raM clouds ou the 7th as
well as the severe DOR clouds the following day, November
8th. The Ea had not been there before; it was not there
on the following nights There was no escape from the faet
that we were at war with a power unknown to man on earth.
In addition to the grave task confronting ns, the meteorologista in Tucson seemed to have concluded that, speaking in terras of publicity, we shonld be ohliterated. All
reporte of the weather burgau were somehow slanted
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againat our facts; the rire in moisture was not reported;
the DOR blankets were ignored ; the cloud formations were
not mentioned or were taiked away by some evasive comi-watt; there was outright falsification of fact. We soon gave
up listening to these dishonest reporta. The situation somewhat improved as the weeks passed by. The comin.g-in of
moisture from the Pacific Ocean was mentioned in the reporta. The reporta were at least trying to be fair. Something had changed in the Weather Bureau in Tucson.
There was, at last, some respect for fact noticeable in the
reporta. But the sabotage of our efforts continued as we
shall learn iater on.

THE Ea BATTLE OF TUCSON
Ea, DOR and Cloud Formation
The following theoreCcal work positions were held
November 10, 1954:
1. DOR is the basic drought-causing and desert-supporting factor. There is some obscure relationsbip of DOR
to water. DOR "eats mountains and leveis thern off to sand
danes."
2. Sahara sand is caked, erystallized soil mixed with
Orite.
3. Ea causes strong DOR and dissolves clouds, prevenis cloud formation.
4. Ea can be weakened or even extinguished by drawing off energy with the Spacegun.
5. Ea lias caused the deserta of the planet, supported
by earthroan's emotional desert.

Fig. 23. The greciiiriu .ur.çe.rirn.,atal arca at Tizwon

The days and nights from November 6 to 9 were filled
with DOR sickness, dispersai of artificially created clonds,
appearance at irregular times and places of 013C to two Ea
in the East. There was no DOR aceumnlation after successful drawing was performed on the evening of November Sth from the eastern Ea. The morning of November
9th was free of DOR. The mountains were olear, the valleys brilliant. Such changes from DOR to DOR-free days
and vice versa, which followed our drawing operations,
were most convincing. So was, too, heavy DOR following
sighting of Ea or not drawing from Ea. Thus, our position
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gained ground regarding the interrelation of DOR-Drought
and DOR-Ea. We also learned step by step, to integrato
malignant human reaetions with outer, atniospherie DOR
situations. "Toa are dorized today," became a standing
phrase to deseribe a behavior of confusion, crisscross activities ("pranking") and diseomfort, clearly due to DOR.

the north. The official weather reporta registered main in
Los Angeles, mie inch, at Mt. Wilson, one inch. The clouda
held heavy from San Diego to Pt. Cone?.ption. AH southern
Utah was reported as eovered with clouds. No main was
predicted for Arizona but it was raining at 13:30 lirs. in
western Arizona. Showers were expected in Tucson during
the coming night. It rained heavy ali over the west coast,
strongest in the southern parts on November llth.

The strong cloud formation of November 9th had been
bronght about by the night drawing operation of the Sth.
This success grew further luto the atmospheric events of
November 10th. The effects of the Ea operations covered
the region of Mexico and southern California, a region
plagued with drought for years.
At 10 a.m on November 10th a strong southwest wind
arose. We all felt and saw moisture comirig in heavy from
the ocean. A bank of rain clouda hung low to the west and
south. At 11 a.m., lasting till about noon, the wind shifted
to east and sontheast. The inountain ranges south of
Tucson toward Mexico were sabmerged in eloudy mista.
We phoned the Weather Burean; they told na that all
Mexico and the coast up to California were in clouda, 30,000
feet high. The draw from the east during the night certainly had produced strong resulta. We kept drawing from
the zenith in order to keep DOR out as mueh as possible,
also to keep the passage free from DOR for the donas,
should they pass overhead.
The clond bank grew steadily in height and widtb. The
wind blew strongly from the east at 10 miles per honr with
gnsts up to 20 miles. The wind blew strongest in Tucson
where DOR was always heavy. I understood this detail
only months later when 1 found out that gusty winds are
due to OR hunting DOR ahead of itself. Dust devils and
tornadoes becarne understandable RR resulta of a self-cleaning process in the atmosphere, with OR cleaning out DOR.
At noon, finger-like extensions of the doada formed
overhead, reaching out far ahead of the clond bank toward

However, no rain cume to the Tucson regias that day,
contrary to prediction. But a heavy eloud bank to the

southwest, west and northwest along the horizon was preceded by a densa bank of fog, several hundred feet high.
The moisture was atrongiy felt in the air. The PFIRt to weat
draw had built a high potential in the west which drew
moisture streaming in from the ocean. This moisture was
picked up by lhe Oalactic OR stream and was carried
toward the northeast. There had been mueh main and snow
in the northeastern U.S.A. during the winter months of
1954.1955. (Soe Fig. 20b, p. 144.)
All these events were ignored hy the Instituto for
Atmospheric, Physics at Arizona University. Tbey were
busy with a new project, counting the droplets eondenaing
around dust partidas per volume of air. They had received
$150,000 from the National Academy of Seiences in Washington. T had applied for a similar amount a few months
earlier, without success. I do not know what carne of the
counting of droplets in the air.
To continue: I assumed that day, erroneously, that the
east to west drawing had impeded the incorning of the min
from the west. Later, I thought that an obstado must have
existed to the weat which prevented the moisture from
streanfinto the Tucson basin. The moisture also seemecl
to pass over the Tucson region without forrning durable
doudo. It streamed northward as-if drawn in strongly by
the desert regions in the Utah area. The DOR. over the
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northern parts of the desert basin may well have had this
attraeting influenee upon the direetion of the moisture
flow. My originai eboice of Tucson as au opeu crossroad
for three or four directions of flow seemed corifirmed by
the results of actual moisture flow. However, there was
trouble aliead, since 1 knew at that time nothing of the
"BARRIER" that barred transition of ctouds to the east
at the mountain range west of El Centro. E had to comina
it Mareb, 1955, before I coald obtain raive over the Arnerican Saltara.
DOR tinis was found to do two things: II drew moisture
to itself, due to its autor hunger, and at the same time it
prevented the condensation of that same maisture into raia
dotada. Mueh was iai the dark bac, of course.
The Tucson banir', the hottest spot in the U.S. southwestern desert, rnay for 25,000 years have been submitted
to Ea attacka without man having been aware of it. Were
tbe Ea which we saw in the sky, possibiy space machines
which had been keeping deserts going for ages, preventing
raro ali along tbe tirnes? Ne one could tell. But it was
vero much within the limita of reasonable possibilitics. It
could not and should not be ignored.
It rained on November 12th in Los Angeles, the drought
having been broken there by 1.3 inches of raia; in San
Diego with 0.9 in., Nevada 0.8 in., Grand Canyon 0.4 ire,
and Yuma 0.01 in. The humidity had risen at our base between 11/4 and 11/12 frota 5 to 10% to 55% at noontime.
The atrnospheric background CPM had fallen from about
WO to 20 during the fiflinP period.
On November 13th the relative humidity went up to
67% at noon. Rabi douda lay heavy and thick on the monatain-tops. Greening proeeeded apace on ni1 mountain
ranges surrounding our base. Yellow prairie grass was
showing. It spread
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There was no doubt: 87ow inerease of moisture in the
atmosphcre teias to be preferred by far o a, sudden raia
over the desert. The soil had to have the opportunity to
soca up the moisture from the atmosphere at •its own pare
aceording to need. The moisture in the sou could be felt
direetly by touching it. The sand became darker and glittered from dew in the morning. Zt was on November 13th
that it became visar to me why high mountain-tops in
deserts are covered with vegetation while in the vaileys
there is no longer anything left of the primary growtb:
DOR sinking heavy and low roto the valleys would gorge
up all moisture quickly, while the DOR-free peaks would
hold their water and water vapor. Also, the clouds would
pour their moisture around mountain-tops rather than
have enough time to accumnlate in the valleys. It is well
known that the sudden bursts of heavy raro and the rimoffs have little reine as far as sou preservation and farming is coneerned. The water is not being absorbecl by the
soil sinee the soii is not eapctble of absorbing it. It ha :e irst
to adjust to the moisture, to seep it qap gradually and to
change slowly its inner, takroseop-ie strtwture in turninq
back from caked pebble to bionous soii. These processes
can be observed with little effort if there principies are
known and are nsed in lhe setting up of appropriate observational and experimental settings. This rep./ires, of
course, that one frees oneself completely from niany wrong
assomptions we encounter in the literatnre mi the snbjeet
regarding "apores," "guilies being due to washont orosion," etc. Drought precedes the formation• of
On November 13th the relative humidity at 17:00 was
45% as against 5 or 10% only 10 days before in the late
afternoon.
Ort November 14th two bright, pulsa.ting, flashing Ea,
vare in the aky low to the east again, one approximately
15, the other 25 degrees up. Irpon drawing, the first
dimmal after an initial stronger blinking and remained
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dimmed. The second Ea wobbled first for a while, then it,
too, dimmed strongly. Suddenly, a third suspect carne np
in the east, appearing suddenly as if from nowhere. Sndden appearance and disappearanee are basic characteristics
of Ea, well kuown to ris. (See Ea appearing suddenly, photo
313, p. 21.)

drawn from on January 17th and 18th, 1955. bater, we
concentrated our operations upon this southern Ea which
hung low over Tucson, to the exclusion of all others.

Al] through the latter half of November we were aware
of the social events which intermingled with our Ea operations. Somehow, the two realms, seemingly so far apart,
had a dose bearing on each otber. People in ali walks of
rife were dimly aware of the cosmie funetions affecting
our planet; there was sileat, but eloquent interest isi our
operations from farmers, laborers, in the bank, from
govermnent, and especially from these who tried to destroy

as.

On November 18th, Judge Clifforcl in Portland, Maine,
denied the intervention of the 15 physicians against the
unlawful injunction. Ali physicians were, corxtrary to the
original docnment, now exempted from the ternas of the
unconstitutional order. Only
"Ad personam" was
chosen to be the victirn. The U. S. dr%; Hig later dragged
Dr. Silvert back into the mud. Two drug liga tried to
get to Orgonon, but were sent away by the earetaker. Our
literature continued to be distributed and the money carne
in regularly. Dr. Baker in New Jersey was highly instrumental in keeping things going.
On November 22, the United Nations Couneil aceepted
Eisenhower's "Atoms for Peace" proposal.
On the 19th, vapor trails, written into the aky by jeta,
were holding togother, demonstrating an extension of the
D011efree region both upward and outward beyond Mt.
Catalina. But the Ea were not inactive either. On the 24th
of November 1 detected at 1)3 :00 hrs., and watched for one
hour, a large flashing, pulsating Ea to the soath. It was
the same Ea that appears on photo 3A, page 20, and was

J.

On the 27th, the U. S. Government resumed its "Atoms
for Peace" plan. The U. S. S. R. wanted to know about
denaturization of nuclear material. A great science conference was being planned for Qeneva for the coming,
summer.
We could not rid ourselves of the feeling that we were
somehow conneeted with these "Atoms for Peace" proceedings. We were foreed later on to see the conneetion
the hard way. We were to realize that our work was in
the eenter of attention in bigh social circies; it was deelared
"top secret" at the same time. About the same time Einstein was reported to have said it would have been bedelif he had become a plumber rather than a scientiet. We
wondered whether he had finally found out about the deceit
perpetrated upcn him hy a Stalinite niasterrnind in 1940.
His age was dying; so much we know from the practieal
aspects of Oranur. But the mernory of my meetiug with
Einstein of January 1941 was to be retained with great
pleasure.
It had rained far and wide ali around us; but it refused
to raia at Tucson. We could not quite understand why. On
November 16th it had rained in Los Angeles, Nevada and
Utah. At three p.m., we learned that it had rained in California into the Mojave Desert. Clouds were again coming
into the Tucson basin from the west, bat. it refused to raia
here. The clouds disappeared again or they did not pour
out their water. Still, the moisture inereaeed in the soil
ali around na.
The cooperation of the Air Force was shown in suei'
details as the following: On November 18th early at 04:00
hrs. 1 was observing the night sky from the deck. An Ea
was again seen near the floreiem alope of the Catalina
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The Ea moved
mountain. 1 felt clearly being drawn upon. rd At 08 :00
toward the east horizontally then upwa.
de
O
the Catalina mountain range was Mack with DR
donAt
orizoa.
y DOR blanket covered the northern h
and a heav08:57 hrs. an AAF plane circled the Mt. Catalina region in
h the layout of the
an elongated ellipse, in aceordance wit
that they
knew then and let me know
DOR cloud. The AAF`
r There
DOR.
Ea and
knew about the conneetion betweenregarding therole Ea
doubt any longer possible
was
did not raia et
played in the dissipation of rain clouds.
TUCSOD., though it rained around it, 'Descanse of a concentration of Ea observing our region.
This fact required serious counter-action.
Establishment of an OR Potential on Mount Lemmou
We felt annoyed at the lack of raro at cair base. The
idea was conceived to establish a high OR. potential ou Wit.
Lemmon. We would take a eloudbuster tip the mountain
about 25 aniles to the northeast and draw from tlae Tucson
basin toward the mountain. This would poseibly help to
cause the elouds to pour the raia out.
The whole crew went up Mt. !Aromai on November
of the physicians was
18th, the same day the intervenfi ,
marfe careful observadenied in the Portland Coa t. We
Thertoe
tions while driving up as well as down the monntain. had
was clearly DOR hanging over the landseape. I
from the "Ceiling DOR."
distingruish the "Pockel DOR"
The first penetrated luto the deep ravina and lay heaviest
in the bottom of the deep cnt-ina. The latter hovered over
the landseaPe with a more or lesa eharp edge toward outer
space. It was denso enough over Tucson to hide the city
from view.

Fig. 24. Coiligg and pockat DOR

It was not difficult at ali to remove the heavy "Ceiling
DO1?." We drew directly from the eeiling; at times we
crisscrossec1. the ceiling, cut it apart, as it were, tbinned it
out at various piam; until it gave way. It disappeared
after a draw of about 20 minutes.
It was at the mement more important to probo the atmosphere than to accomplish technological rain-making
feats. Still, we felt angered when it did not raro. We
learned that Ceiling DOR looked black seen fgbm above
and sideways; that it looked white seen from below when
we passed through it.
Poeket DOR esta ont the rocks, changes thern into a
brownish powdery mass, clay brownite. Natural erosion by
running water on the other hand causes clean, smooth
rounded surfacts on the rock.
While we were on Mt. Lemmon a jet fiew low above our
cara. Also, there were twin rnotored researeh planes
around following our drawing operations.
On November 21 a huge Red Firehall crashed in Cruxton, Minnesota, according to a Hollywood radio report on
KTUX.
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911w Right to be Wrong"
In February 1954, the Neto York Heraid Tribune carried an artiele by Samuel Hopkins Adams defending the
right of the natural aeientist to be wrong without being
molested. T had not been wrong regarding the basic characteristies of the energy in the organisru and atmosphere
which 1 had boga!), to discover ïn 1935. But I had always
maintained my privilege not tu fenr to make mistakes, not
to fali into the Babbity habit of not moving along out of
fear to displease the fellow scientist. Since the inception
of my teaching activities in Vienna I had stressed the
mistakes
point : One must be an expert in finding
and in correeting them. Without snch basic rales of conduet, basic research is not possible.
The following ineident will prove the point. It will, so
hope, impress upon the render the meaning of what is
tnaly entailed in the terra "opera-mindeduesa."
On the 28th of November, 1954, all participante of the
rernained unexpedition made an observation which
solved to this very day. There were two equally possible
interpretations of the factual observation; ene was applicable to the classieal, the other to the new, eu very problematic point of view which rnaintained that spaceships
were visiting our planet. The point to make here is this :
Classical kno-wledge may all be wrong, such as with
the perfect Coperniean circles, the ellipses of Kepler, the
empty space of Einstein, the airgerme of the Pasteurian
bacteriologists, the atomic nature of the Universe, etc. To
see new things from scratch, to expect the impossible to be
true, belongs to the emotional equipment of the true pioueering scientist. Whoever does not possess there qualifica should not do basic researeh. Obviously, as with
other serious matters, it is not designed for tyros or routine technicians.

Y.

On November 28th, before dawn, I was observing the
eastern sky with my 31/2 inch refractor telescope. Venus
stood aiready as a siekle high in the sky. To the north
of Venus I noticed a small atar. Viewed with 60x magnification it presented the following shape and strueture: It
had two dark symmetrically located black pointe looking
like portholes of a ship. The object had the clear-cut
cigar shape of a spaceship. I measured its angular velocity roughly by timing its passage through the diameter
of my telescope lens. Tt passed my field of vision from low
left to high right in 149 seeonds. The movement was synchronous with that of Venus. Its position with respeet to
Venus that morning was the following, sketched from the
teleseopie view.
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had no instrument at hand to mensure the dislocation
from the previous day, but there was no eloubt that the
cigar-shaped object had moved the following morning, November 29th, 6:30 a.m., somewhat further away from Venus
against the line of the ecliptie, toward the celestial Northpole. The atmospheric background eount at that time was
somewhat erratic, between 50 and 100 CPM.
The objeet looked like a eigar-shaped spaceship. I refused to accept the notion, but its being fartber away from
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Venus in a direction opposite to the eeliptie path stuek in
my mind. It was at this mornent that I had to remind
myself of my own principies of conclua in basie research
To hold on to an observation without discarding it, but
also without falling for it into uncorreoted error; to keep
wledge cou be
the matter pending; to assume that all know
rong. Toldkeep
wrong, or that the Spaceship Theory was
things pending is important.
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We felt it unwise to call at the University for information.
The hostility there was already obvious, at least as far
as the weather work was concerned. Ala°, I had learned
to keep my new problema away from routine science.
The following picture was taken at a special occasion
back in 1946. It dernonstrates the helplessness of science
and the need for freedom to make bona fide errors, i.e., the
"right to be wrong." I leave the photograph unexplained
in order to prove the right to be wrong without being
molested.
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Fig. 26

made a Um, sketehes of the obsenre thing in my log
book and let the matter rest. MeCullough who heard about
it and saw it af ter bis return from an inspection trip north
thought it was or could be Satura; but he was net certain,
and there was no astronomieal chart at hand to find out.
1

Fig. 27. What dosa tida photagraph ~et?
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That same evening the sky to the west was covered with
heavy raia dou& in the forni of a high eloud bank. On November 30 the eigar-shaped object could not be observed
since the sky was cloudy. The elouds were drifting toward
the northeast. The atmosphere was pleasant, like ocean
air. Moisture in the atmosphere had climbed again to
67% R.11.; the CPM were high, 80 to 100. The Oracle
region, 40 miles away, had greened further; there were
also jets overhead. We had the Cloudbuster, located in
Yuma in spring, transferred to Tucson. We were now
drawing continuottsly with two elaudbusters from the south-
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west. We had completely overcome our fear to draw too
long. One conld not accomplish in the desert in clays of
drawing wiiat over green lands was possible to achieve with
an hour's drawing operation. The observations of Ea and
of cloud formations were now reliably integrated. I shall
return to this integration soou enough. But first let us
return to our mysterious "spaeoship" near Venus. It
moved according to our observations between December 1
and December 17, 1954, in the following manner with re
gard to Venus.

to publish such thoughts. Anyone malignant enough could
do anything with them. Still the right to be wrong has to
be maintained. We should not fear to enter a forest because there are wildcats around ia the trees. We should
not yield our right to well-controlled speculation. It is
certain questions entailed in such speculation which the
administrators of established knowledge fear: Is it possible, thinkahle, that some of the so-called planets are not
planets at all : That they are something entirely differentt
Something unheard of t We do not know and cannot telt.
But in entering the cosmic age we should certainly insist
on the right to ask new, even silly questions without being
molested.
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The Breakdown of a Spacegun Operator
6
3

Fig. 2$. Paeition ef dias elege seletivo f.. Venue
between December lei and 17th, 1954

It is only through the integration of various extraordinary events that our problern deserves attention. The
ohject swnng around Venus and overtook it until on December 17th it was located at 06:20 hrs. to the south of it.
Venus had moved westward in a straight line along the
ecliptic. Was Saturn swinging around Ventist Or had a
spaceship taken off Venus before November 28th toward
the north, first removing itself from the planet, then out
of its field of gravity and finally swinging southward I
In face of a rigid, doctrinaire, self-appointed, readyto-kill hierarehy of scientific censorsbip it appears foolish

r.

On December fith, 1954, we experienced two shocking
incidents which seemed to bear out the truth and appropriateness of attitudes in basic research such as were mentioned above.

December 6th. between 09:35 and 11:00 hours one operator was on order to dedorize the zenith region which
was very black. A jot plane drew a vapor trai! around the
zenith in a wide eircle where it was dissolviiig quickly. In
some placas the vapor trail did not develop at ali. This
pointed to something serious going ou there.
At about 10:30 hrs. another operator, who had an excellent Se!~ of perception, was moving Ker liand with
fingers outstretched skywa:,T1 up and down; while she was
doing so, she caught a "field" of energy ; this was known
to us from many experientes during drawing operations,
coming apparently from the region of the eeliptic, f rum a
place where Venus must have approximately been located
at that hour. A Geiger Counter was brought up and corroborated the subjective sensation of DOR streaming down
by showing a couta of 400 OPM which rose tu 600, 700 and
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800: An Ea was doubtiessly in Me sky high up ix Me
regia* abone. The two other operators were told to draw
with the second eloudhuster from the same region. One
of th.em reported "DOR is coming down strong" with a
very bitter teste, much stronger than usual and tasting like
afale The UM greve 700 CPM. We apparently got the exhausts or whatever else it may have been right down on us.
The experiente was with us again on December 7th and 8th.
On the 7th, the same operator was drawing from the Ea
again at 11 hrs. He complained about DOR coming strong
and "soar." He felt a crippling sensation in bis right leg.
(The radio gave at the same time a continuons static ráise
on ali banda.) His right side seerned to go into paralysis.
The motility was impaired. However, he recovered soou.
The pupillary and other motoric reflexes were unimpeded ;
so was the sensifivity to taetile sensation.

1

i
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However, the following day, December Sth, 1954, at
08:30 hrs., while he drew DOR, the paralysis struck again.
He carne into the quarters sick, purple in bis face, hardly
abie to move bis right leg, limping, and with little motility
in right arria and hand. A warm soaking hath was taken
right away. Warm tea and Southern Comfort liqueur removecl the paralysis to a great eatent. However, I knew
it was serious. The operator had developed a progressiva
paralytic anorgonia of the right side, under the stream
of DOR, still in a functional atate, but certainly in the direcuou of a possibly lasting structural paralysis and nervo
atropby. liandshake was weak on the right side; the right
comer of the mouth was drooping and itnmobile, with right
leg immohilized. We advieed the operator not to go to
any neurological hospital, since we knew well the practices
of so many in this profession who after deeades of painstaking medicai researeh still were ignorant and determined
to remain ignorant of the fu.netional, anorgonotio phases
preceding full-fledged neurological disease. It would have
been irresponsible to deliver an important worker in our
field to such quackery. He went on vacatiou back to his

family, recuperated slowly and returned to work still somewhat impeded late in Jannary 1955. We were happy to
have him with us again; however, he was not permitted
to draw DOR again. We abo thought that in case any
neurotie administrator of offieial quaekery in medicine
should again declare "OR energy does not exist," we
certainly would publiely recommend detention in aia observation atation for some time of that kind of human
Sornewhere, some time an end should he put to the nuisance
activities on the social scene of frightened biopathic individuais, no matter in what profession or position.
Here is a report on the medicai examination after bis
return to the base ou January 28,1955, by Eva Reieh, M. 11 :
Generally much improved over status at onset of
neurological difficulty on 12-8-1954.
No new symptoms have arisen. However since retalia to Tueson ou 1-18-1955 has not progressed as
steadily, feels this is "at standstill." Thinks he reacts
to Orar operations br/ dieziness, and return in foot
weakness after about 1 hour. Expressed fear of cloudbusting effect on himself. Still elunasy with right
hand, for instante drops a cigarette if he relaxes while
holding it. Still stumbles over words, feels mental
clarity not impaired. Describes episodes of "waves
moving upward" over occiput occurring in past 6
weeks. Tires when walking, caril run well because
of right leg weakness. Knows eyes are his main arca
of difficulty now. Crying is still difficult.
13P 110/60, Pulse 80.
Color—pink, not sallow in contrast to hefore attaek.
Alie to wrinkle forehead. Pupila quite constrieted,
reaet promptly to light, but are de finitely veiled. Na
longer has nystagmus or dizzy apell on moving eyes
in ali direetions. Accommodates all right. A SSUMPS
a staring expression when moving eyes (rest of face
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becomes masklike). No residnum of facial nervo
motor weakness seen. Still is a bit hypersensitive to
pts prick on right half face.

The Arrival of ORUR in Tucson, December 14, 1954
On December 7th it became olear that drought clouds
amidst raie clouds indieated the presence of Ea. It refused to rain at Tucson. Therefore, that same day the
decision was made to strengthen our position by getting
two Orur-Ra needles down to Tucson. Arrangements were
made with the Tucson Hudgin Air Service Co. Dr. Michael
Silvert in New York, a former Captain and ffight surgeon
of the Army Air Force, was designated to direct the
transport.

Lungs are olear except for some mucous rhonchi
in right upper lobe. States he may be getting a cold.
Has slight runny nose, reddened pharynx. Wax in
right ear, left shows old site of perforation. Handgrip
slightly weaker on right. Triceps reflex, right, still
hyperactive, but bieeps reflex is equal. No longer has
positive Hoffman reflex. Has slight difiiculty in Fingerto-Nose test to left. Negative Romberg. Definite
weakness ef right plantar flexor mescles, some weakness in calf and thigh. Has definito ankle, but not
patellar clonus on right. Right sided deep reflexes ot
leg are hyperactive over left side (knee, ankle).

DOR was heavily pouring down on ns during the followings days. The Air Force was very active in our territory with research planes and jota. Ou December 8th we
saw six jet planes busy alI day. At 14:30 hm that day we
depressed one spacegun and stopped drawing altogether
at 16:45 the following day. December 10th was a beautiful
DOR-free morning. It had rained the night before in the
southern Tucson region for two hours with 0.33 inches of
gentle Oranur raie. i was worried the raio may have
drowned the proto-vegetation. Raie, good for already
germinating vegetation, meant death by drowning to Orene.
Moisture at a distance toas the necessary condition for the
prato-vegetation. The moisture had gone down to
9% R.H. on the 9th, but had climbed again to 45% on the
10th. It rained beginning 17:40 hrs. on the 10th over the
southern Arizona Desert. Heavy blue-gray clouds covered
all of the sky.

RMC states that in Army the reflexos in legs were
hypoactive. Positive Babinski response on right side.
Hypersensitive to pin prick on right. Has normal
proprioception.
Impression: Healing of nerve centers which had
weakened biologically during DOR
attack.
No signa of anorgonia now, two sides of
body equal in warmth and field.
Residual neurological sequelae of rightsided hemiplegia, improving.
71 Old perforation of left eardrum. Any
relationship to present illness1
Advised to keep out of DOR, and if possible use
alternation of haths and accumulator.
An operator at a Spaeegun had been paralyzed by DOR
while drawing from an Ea. This fact was established beyond doubt.
2'
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Fig. 29

We took a rest over the weekend in preparation for
things to come. On the 11th of December the atmospheric
moisture held its fali 80% R.H. in the morning. The sun
was clearing that
abone ali day, brilliantly. All
day. The relative humidity went up to 90%, 08:00 hrs.,
carne down to 32% at 14:00. On December 13 the R.H. was
only 50% in the morning at 08:00 hrs. We had reinstated
the clondbusters to continue drawing of moisture on December 12, 18:00 hrs. They were depressed again on December
13, 08:00 hrs. to keep the sky clear for the landing of the
plane carrying the Orur material.
It was an indication that the atmospheric conditions improved, when after a heavy DOR period, the clouds kept
together in a self-regulatory manner without cloudbuster
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operation. When clouds dissipated again in drought fashion, we knew that the situation had worsened, that it turned
downward again toward desert development. Therefore,
it was logical to assume that some influente WEt8 exerted
upon the atmospheric energy when the self-regulatory,
eloud-forming power declined.
I was inelined to assume that Ea was the concreto
counter agent, counteracting our DOR renova]. Ea was
probably not capable of standing up in a DOR-free, sparkling, fully-functioning OR atmosphere. It conld, so I
assnmed, exist only where the atmosphere was dorish.
From this it followed that if the Ea were manned by intelligent living beings, they themselves mnst somehow not
be capable of holding their maehines in operation in a
DOR-freo atmosphere. This idea was supported by the
faet that Ea were often absent on nights after a successful
draw followed by brilliant, summery blue OR days. This
idea may be wrong, of course, but as a possibility it should
be mentioned. The fluctuation of the relative humidity
and OR-DOR balance, of heavy raiai clouds as against
fuzzy drought clouds was sharp and striking in those days
bafore the arrive] of the Orur. I conld uot rid myself of
the impression that it worked like a tug of war between
two rope-pulling parties.
Dr. Silvert had been instructed to have Tom Rosa bring
the Orur material down by truck to the airport at Lewiston, Maine. The truck had to be adjusted with a long
2 x 4 to keep the Orur effect as far afi possible away from
the driver's seat. The Hudgin Air Service was to fly up
from Tucson to Lewiston and to install the material. A
special container of wood, looking somewhat like a football was constrncted, hollow incide, witb a suitable opening to insert the Orar material. It was attached to a strong
nylon rope 100 feet long. The other end of the rope was
arranged in suei' a manner that the container conld be
kept trailing in flight at a distance of 100 feet.
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One operator was standing by at the phone at ali times
during the flight. These precautions were very neeessary.
It was the first time that snch a towing was done of active
material whieh did not tolerate metal in its vicinity. We
did not know how the flight
i.e., the friction with the
bypassing air would affect the Orur. It did affect it; this
was shown upon arrival.
We did not know how the atmosphere would react to
the transport of Orur. It did react to it in an interesting,
but little understood manner.
What worried me rnost was whether the Orar material
would directly or indirectly affect the navigating instruments. They did affect them.
Dr. Silvert made the mistake of carrying the lead coatainer with him in the cabin. The following instructions
were sent to Dr. Silvert on December 8th:

Instructions for Towing of Material (ORUR) from
Moine to Tucson, Arizona, Given 12-8-1954
1. Never take the material being towed finto airplane.
2, Keep the material being towed away from metal;
distante of at least 5 feet, fnrther whenever
possible.
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7. In case towing container is lost:
Drop smoke fiara, locate the arca.
Land nearest placa, inform State Police.
Telephone Orgone Institute, Tucson, Arizona, or
Hudgin Air Service, Tucson, Arizona, 3-1121.
8. Keep wateh on tow container during flight.
9. Keep observation on instruments during flight for
possible reaction.

10. Observe atmosphere during flight when material
is being towed from Maine to Arizona. It is linknown what effect the material, being towed rapidly throngh the air Miy have on atmospheric
conditions.

11. Landing and Taking Off : Have plastic towing
tuba extend 4 or 5 ft. back of plane. Pull towing
container back away from plane as soon as possible after landing. Let out away from plane as
soon as possible after taking off.
12. Chuzrd material: When plane on ground, have material, away from plane, away from metal, guarded
with Danger-Keep-Off signa posted. (If signa are
metal have them 10 ft. away from material.)

pilot, etc., for biological reactions, possible excessive redness, etc.

13. Landing in Tucson: Pilot should inform Hudgin
of arrival time : with as much advance 'tolice as
possible. Hudgin inform Orgone Institute of
landing time. Landing will be at Gilpin Airport,
Tucson.

5. In case anything goes wrong, land and telephone
Orgone Institute, Tucson, Arizona, Tel. No. 3-8263.

The first telephone report carne iu from Pittsbnrgh on
December 12th, 19:00 hrs.:

6. Place material in safe placa away from metal with
warning danger signa.

December 12, 1954. Dr. Silvert called at 19:00 from
the Greater Pittsbnrgh Airport, Pittsbnrgh, Pa. Towing
gear riding smoothly, no trouble • • • No biological reac-

3. Keep persons away from material.

4. Be observant of personnel in plane during flight,

5'
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d 20,
tions ou pilot or meu in plane. CPM in plane aroun neer
go up to 50 or 60 wheu towing container brought
deep blue in s1y
plane when landing or taking off • * * A
seetns to follow plane in flight with spotty cloudiness • • •
S. is spending
weather predietions are changing fast.
night in Pittsburgh * • weather may not pertnit take-off
unal tomorrow afternoon • • do not nove expect to arrive
cantil Tuesday. Airfield manager at first rein TrieS011
luctant and uncooperative iu regards to idea of necesaity
Then hecaine extreinely eofor the gnarding of material.
to guard inaoperative with, State Police voNnteeringsigna, ate: * • •
,
* Material safe on airfield with
feriai
Will let as know ahead in plenty of time regarding their
orrivai in Tucson.
This telephone report relieved greatly the worry about
possible plane disaster.
I had instructed to land immediately at the nearest airport shonld the pilot show signa of purple diseoloration of
the face, bloodshot eyes, dizziness or high pressure in
brain. I had intended to examine the pilota hut desisted
¡IIupon consideration of the fact that such request wasThe
appropriate. A few questions had calmed my worry.
men seemed basically healthy. I had instrncted the pilot
personally at the airport before take-off of the strict rules
to follow during the transport.
The arrangements had been made in a careful manner,
avoiding unnecessary publicity and unpleasaut unanswerable questiona such as "What does the Atomie Energy
We could not possibly
Commission think about
tell them that it knew nothing about it or would even be
in the way with all kinds of rigmarole. Cr weather "The
Weather Bureau had any opinion about it"; it had not at
all, but it would have been most unpleasant to tell a neves
reportar withont being written up as a erackpot in some
newspaper. Some publicity burst into the opera only in

1:g
Jartuary a few weeks after the completed tranaportation.
My priority was thus secured.
Report: Transfer of ORUR to Tucson, Arizona,
December 12-14, 1954
1. Dec. 12, /964-0500 to 0800: Orgonon, Rangeley,
Maine, to Lewiston, Maine—Trucked by Tom Rosa at ends
of two 2 x 4a connected by a crosspieee, projecting at rear
of trnck. Lead container (LC) carried at one end, OR at
the other. Ross complained only of "some bloeking in back
of neck", and looked well. CPM in truck cab after renovai
of OR and LC (lead contailier) : 36. No opportunity to
teat before removal.
2. 12-12 0800 to 0900: Transfer of OR and LC to
plane at Lewiston.—On approaching the OR to within 3
or 4 feet, CPM rose rapidly to over 60,000. CPM of LC,
40. CPM of double plastic container 36. LC and double
plastic container placed in plane's baggage compartment
just behind and beneath rear seat. The two OR- units in
individual plastic eontainers packed in cotton in wooden
egg; Chis placed into canvas bag and laced securely (later
also taped when lace .frayed when dragged behind plane
while taxiing—only dragged this first time, thereafter carried out and baek by Silvert while reeled by Bolman, second pilot). The canvas bag was towed at end of 100+ foot
nylon cord (1000 lb. test) leading from plane through
mycarda tubing projecting 4 feet from tail tip. The cord
extended forward through rubber garden hose into cabia,
then ou ara improvised reei hand-held. In flight, the tow
exerted a strong pull, and required considerable effort to
real in. Silvert pulled in the cord while Bolman reeled up
the slaekened card.
Pilote: Henry Hudgin, Frank Bolman.
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3. 124.9-0900 to 1210 (EST) : Lewiston, Me. to Harrisburg, Pa.—OR reeled in for take-off then out full as
soon as plane airborne. At 10 to 15 mita intervala, the
foliowing eheeks were mede: location (altitude, mus°,
plane if known), tow (checked by tugging), weather, CPM,
instruments and people. (Detailed record in tabulated
forra available.) CPM ranged between 16 and 26. Weather,
at first etrougly sunny and "elear", gradually became
blue-grey cloudy. When the pilota were advised to look for
and report any manual instrumental or individual reactions, Hudgin smiled, "I'm a bit that way already", eireling his finger at his temple. A blue haze soon apPeared
ali around. Silvert became sleepy at 1005. At 1100 Hudgin
report"d burning of eyes, and "a pain and ache in my
stornach", whieh he attributed to hunger, having bad no
breakfast. Altitude 3000-7000 ft. depending on ground visibility, duo to lack of radio (plane new, radio not yet installed). Flight by contaet, with no flight piare Instrumenta and peoplo showed no other effects.

6. 12-12--1600 to 12.13----0955 (EST) : Stop at Pittsburgh for weather and overnight. After unreeling OR
after landing, CPM feil to 20, bit more slowly than before.
That evening, Hudgin was purplish-red in the face. Bolman was anxioue and talkative, Silvert was restiess and
hot ali over. Weather reporte indieated that we might not
be able to leave until the 14th, or at the earliest, late on
the 13th. However, weather elianged unexpeetedly, so that
we departed early ou the 13th. Airport officials were at
first criticai at our landing, because of the general objeetion of airlines to private planes. Then they became interested in the OR precautions and were very cooperativo
with supplying warning signa, and of?ering an all-night
IS tate trooper guard whieh was deemed unneeeseary. There
was a small amount of snow at this field. Silvert insisted
that ali take long showers before going to bed. I consider
that the unexpected weather ehange was an Oranur effeet
in the sensitivo atmosphere in the Ea.st.

4. 12-12--1210 to 1325 (EST): Stop at Harrisburg for
gas and food—As OR reeled in, both for landing and takooff, CPM began to rire when about in, reaching 60 with
OR at end of mycarda tubing, about 5 ft. from tail tip.
Unreeling, CPM would fali' again to about 20. This recurred regularly, exempt that later, the CPM would not fali
so rapidly or complete,y, as w411-be noted.
5. 12-12-1325 to 1600 (ES,T): Harrisburg tn Pittsburgh, Pa.—Weather elosing in. tfudgin unable to locate
Allegheny County Airport in Pittsburgh, flew on and mede
an emergency landing at Weirton Airport, then flew on to
Wheeling and into fog, tnrned baek and landed at the
Oreater Pittsburgh Airport. In my opinion, Oranurinduced confusion led to diffieulty in locating the first airport, then poor jadgment in flying further. The pilota later
agreed that this had happened.

7. 1243-1005 to 1230 (EST): Pittsburgh, Pa. to
Danvilie, 111.--The Pittsburgh control tower beld the plane
np for about 10 minutes while airliners were landing or
taking off. The OR was reeled in ali this time, the longest
period of the entire trip. Shortly after take-off, Hudgin
reported that the eompass was deviating 20° and had
thrown Eira considerably off course before he caught it.
This gradually suhsided and after an hour, the eompass
real troe. Hudgin also noted that when Silvert leaned
forward, the eompass deviated signifieantly; when Silvert
leaned back, the compass returned. A thiek blue base appeared around the plane, and this eontinued the rest of
the way as long as daylight permitted observation. View
gente.
at 5000 ft., ander a high overeast. The compass
deviation appeared to be
Oranur effeet induced by the
over-long nearness of the OR to the plane during delay in
take-off. The observation of effeet of leaning forward on
tbe compaes suggests that the Oranur effeet on the eempass
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may have been mediated throagh the orgauisins of the
people in the plane, at least in part, rather than directly.
Thus, the change in fields of living organisras in turn affected the field around the compass. The thick blue haze
wao unusua.1; the pilote said it was more anggestive of
Loa Angeles, so that tida is another probable Oranur effect.
to 1300 (EST) : Stop at Danville, Ill.
8. 12-13-1230
for gas—Fairly cold, no snow.
9. 1243-1300 to 1520 (EST) : Danville, 1 1. to Kansas
know
City—Pilota and Silvert felt a bit euphorie. "We in inwhere we are now." The tixick blue haze increased
tensity. Inereasing eloudiness caused a chango in altitude
from 6000 ft. to 2000' leading to some irritation because of
lower speed and increased roughness. (Plane speed with
reference to the ground is g-Neter at higher altitudes, and
planes fly amoother above ciouds than helow.)
10. 1243-1320 to 1355 (MST): Stop at Kansas City
for gas. Considerable "smog".
1243-1356 to 1630 (MST): Kansas City to Gaze,
11.
Okla.--fIndgin rested in baek seat while Silvert took pilet's
seat.. Croased Mississippi. River at Elannibal, and left
troublesome donde behind at about the same time. At 1500
saw two vertical rainbow arca up ahead, aboat 45 min.
after leaving the Mississippi R. and while fiying 8000 ft.
to 1650: Stop at (lege, Okla, for gas.
12. /243-4630
Cool. Some impatience and irritation. Bobnan complained
to Silvert about findgin's "stubbornness".
/243-1650 to 1800: Gago, Okla. to Amarillo,
13.
Texas—We ali observed that the temperature above the
ground was coneistently higher tban on the ground.
Hudgin said that while thia is often aeen, it was unusual
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for it to last so long. Thus, another Oranur effect is a
higher temperature around the plane. Flying about 6000
feet. Beantiful sunset.
14. 12-13-1800 to 1830: Stop at Amarillo for gas;
might wyt find gas at Roswell, N. M.
15. 12-13----1830 to 2130 (MST) Amarillo to El Paso,
Texas---Flying 12,000 ft. Abdomen feels swollen, uncomfortable. We had eaten ilide ali day. CPM now a 'afie
higher, up to 40, as against a former 20. High scattered
daneis, probahly 20,000 ft. ar higher.
16. 1243-2130 to 2300 (MST) : Stop at El Paso for
gas, food. Phoned OIRL at Tucson. (Wired at Le-e,iston,
phoned at Pittsburgh, wired w.; Mansas City.)
17. 12-13--2300 to 12-11 0100 (MST): El Paso to
Tucson, Arizona—Airway beacons were easier to see at
night than ground laralmarks in daytime. Also pilote' familiarity with region mede a noticeahle difference in their
atfitale, ao that they were muda more at case. Silvert
felt aches in !mak of acek and right wrist, some malaise
and unrest, then felt better. Pilota feeling fairly well.
Flying 11,000 ft. Light high cloudiness. Instruments probably working well, although pilots were following beacons
and familiar areas. Good ground visibility.
18. 1244--0100 to 0825 (MST) Tucson Municipal
Airport. Met Mr. Moise. Step for overnight. Turned over
LC to OIRL, and removaal from plane by Moise.
19. 12-14-0825 to 0840 (MST) : Tucson Municipal Airport to Airport in north end of Tucaon. Hudgin and
brother in plane with Silvert.
20. 12-14---0840: Landed north end of Tucson. OR
turned over to WR.
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1. ERROR: Silvert took the lead container along in
plane, risking loas of OR, personnel and plane by intenso
Oranur interaction hetween OR and lead, with effects on
people, instrunients and ignitiou system. For short periods,
LC and OR were within 25 ft., but mostly were 100+ ft.
apart.

6. Effects on airport personnel and othcrs: Tom Rosa
reported "some bloeking
back of neck" from hie long
trnck trip from Orgonon t•e Lewiston. There was a general
interest with seriousness, and willingness to cooperate in
aafety precautiona. Severa] remarked, "I never eaw a rig
like that before". There was no apparent EP, although
the manager appeared a bit over-zealoue in bringing in 3
state troopere to soe about setting an overnight guará,
although we had not requested one. (1'erhnps he was right
and we were wrong I)

Summary

2. Effects on instrnments: 20's eompass deviation after
leaving Pittsburgh after delay in take-off. Deviation gradually subsided in an bour. Deviation when Silvert leaned
forward suggests that complus effect may have been at
least partially mediated by field changes in living or.
ganisms.
3. Effects on people : Some confuaion while approachLig Pittsburgh. At various other times, drowsiness, irritability, impatience, burning of eyes, aches and pains,
euphoria.

1

4. Effects on atmosphere : Weat•her cleared at Pittsburgh unexpectedly, permitting an earlier departure than
anticipated by perhaps 24 hours. Thick blue haze around
plane, especially marked out of Pittaburgh. (Gould the
marked industrial DOR concentration in this city have interacted with the OR and LC1) Higher temperature around
plane in flight than on the. ground, lasting longer than
expeeted.

7. Finally, Pilots Hodgin and Bolman showed much ingennity and serious interest in installing the towing mede
aviam at Lock Haven, Pa. The tow showed itself to be
fally adequate in operation, as originally conceived by WR.
The experiente was a rico one for ali concerned.
Respectfully submitted,
/s/ Michael Silvert
Oaoorns INSTITUT-E, Oranur Weather Control
Michael Silvert, M.D., Operator (Medical), N. Y.
Excerpts from News Report—January 10, 1955:
"Tucson newsmen are buzzing with curiosity over recent
flight made by Al Hudgin • • • operator of a dying school
Itere.

1

5. CPM: In plane with OR reeled ont, on ground or
in the air, about 20, rising to 40 near end of trip. As OR
reeled in, on ground or in the air, CPM would rise to 60,
beginning to riso when OR 2/3 reelegi in. Approaching OR
on the ground, CPM would begin to rise within 25 ft. to
over 60p00 within 3 or 4 ft. Toward end of trip, CPM
would fali more slowly than before, when OR unreeled.

"Hudgin flew back to Maine and returned with a small
amount of radioactivo material • • • so hot it had to be
dragged behind his plane on a fifty foot long wire.
"Landing at the greater Pittshnrgh airport, whatever it
was Hudgin was dragging queered the operation of the air
force radar sereens there. Airport attendants were warned
to stay fifty .feet away from the radioactivo package.
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"Recipient of the hot material in Tucson is Dr. Wilhelm
Reich • • • a renowned Viennese phychiatrist. Ile is the
author of severa! noted books on psychiatry and is eurrently eonducting experimenta of an unexplained nature at
the Orgone Research Institute Laboratories on McOee
Road.

told me he is using twe machines of the type you see here
to crente clouds and bathe Tucson with gentio moisture.

Chris Cole, reporting"

Televised February 18, 1955, KRAN, Tucson, Arizona:
"Some weeks ago, 1 told you of a bundle of aggravated
uranium • • • flown from Maine to Tucson by private
plane on the end of a long wire • ' • because it was believed
the stuff was too hot for normal transpertation agencies
to handle.
"The bundle was delivered to Doctor Wilhelm Reich, a
noted Viennese sciertist who is currently condueting a
most unusual experiment ou a ranch north of Tucson.
"1 visited Doctor Reich and discovered he lias plana for
our city and the desert surrounding it. The discoverer of
a natural force he has termed Orgone Energy, Doctor
Reich is attempting to battle Ariaona's dronght with his
own methods. He is hoping to make raia.

"The gadgets look something like anti-aircraft guns and
cost approximately eight thonsand dollars to bnild. I
failed to discover what part the imported uranium played
in the action of Doctor Reich's cloudbusters • • '. But
did learu that each of the machines has a long cable extending into a deep well on the ranch property.
"Atter satisfying hirnself about the possibility of main
uiaking here, Doctor Reich asaured me, he will head for
Los Angeles to see what effect his cloudbusters will have
on smog conditions along the west coast."

ORUR — HighIy Excited
The plane had landed at Tucson Municipal Airport at
G1:00 hrs., on December 14th, 1954. The Orur material
was stationed there until the morning. We saw the plane
finally landing at an auxiliar), airport near our base with
the container trailing neatly behind. We saw the container
being pulled in before landing at 9:40 a.m. on December
14th, 1954. We measured the activity right away after
arrival at Little Orgonon.
Activity within the container
at 100 feet
at 60 feet

100,000 CPM
100,000 CPM

OR outside container
in ground
in 1" lead

100,000 CPM
100,000 CPM

"A graduate of the University of Vienna, Reich is the
founder of the Orgone Energy Laboratories in Rangeley,
Maine. For seven years he worked as firat clinicai aasistant
to Sigmund Freud in Vienna and is the author of severa!
books dealing with psychiatry. From 1934 to 1939, he
lectured at the Psychological Institute of the University
of Oslo, Norway.

Container alone before use
after use

"Declaring he believes ali deserta to have been man mede
during the past twenty five thousand years, Doctor Reich

750 ceai
500 down to
200 CPM

Cotton from wrapping

400 CPM
steady.
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The Orur material had cahned down ou December 15th
to an activity of
200 cru at 5 feet
1200 CPM at 3 feet
2400 cru at 1 foot
80,000 CPM on Contact

(100,000 on the 14th)
)
44
( 44
(

44

( 14

f4
44

44

44

41

64

)

)

at Orgonon
The Orar materialtoas highly excUed;
Orur
had yielded only low coutas if not in lead eontainer.
calmed down slowly during the following 24 boura. Its
at 100 feet to 200
field shrank gradnally from 100,000 CPM
cria at 5 feet at 16:00 lira. But elose by it still gare withont
It appeared that the trausport through
metal 100,000 CPM.
the OR ocean and the atmosphere at ahout 250 roiles rt per
effect upo it.
bour over 3000 mlies had had an exeiting
It had loet its zero reaction. Its field stretched upon ar
as
rival at Tucson to several bundred feet. It hehaved,
should be expected of life energy, like an exeited animal
that calma down after a while. After nine hours the field
of excitation had shrunk from 300 to 5 feet.
During our operations a few AAF planes were circling
overhead, probably testing the background count vertically
in the atmosphere.
We had. ali been so busy with the reception of Orur
that we had not given any thought to the main issue, the Ea
eve same night
problema However, startling events that very
ry one of us
and In the late afternomt again shocked
into Sharp awareness of what we were facing sornewhere
above

The Ea Eattle of Tucson,
December 14, 1954-16:30 Hours
On December 14, about 16:30 hrs., a full scale interplanetary battle carne off; a battle which would have appeared incredible as well as ineornprebensible to anyone
who knew nothing about the Ea problema or who adhered
to the illusion that neither Ea nor Cosmie Energy existed.
The "Ea Battle of Tucsow" fitted without difficulty into
the pattern of orar past experiences from previons enconnters with Ea. It demonstrated in a coneentrated foral,
as it were, what had gane on before and what we could
expect, ronghly, of future encounters with our uninvited
visitors from outer space.
At the time of the landing of Orur at Tucson Municipal
Airport, twa operators present there witnessed tho drop
ping of about 30 fiares around the reginn. Such fiares bar]
been seen during the Ea operations at Orgonon. Dr. Silvert, too, reported to have seer! many fiares (and AAF
planes) upon arrival at Tucson. Thia was the prelude to
more serious events on the afternoon of December ].4th.
Two staff rnembers returned from Tucson in the late
afternoon in verv bad shape. One felt sick and appeered
souiehow out of balance. The other looked pale,
felt severely nauseated and complained that "the car had
been so very bad." They reported that the mau in the
hardware shop where they had bought some things had
looked pale and had acted confused, as if paralyzed. One
operator was of the opinion that we were dealing with a
special kind of DOR attack.
At 16:30 hrs. a tremenduns black elond, leoking like
smoke from a huge fire arose over Tucson. The clond
later spread ont and became deep purple with a glowing
kind of reddish hue. The Geiger Counter registered at that
moment 100,000 CPM. The situation appeared threaten-
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bizarre and frightening at the same time. It was soou
clero- that it could not be a fite. Everything pointed to an
attack by Ea low over the eity of Tucson.
Fifteen minutes later at 16:45, according to the written
protocol, about a dozes Air Force planes of varions kinds
appeared over Little Orgonon. Vapor trails of jets did
not hold together at all. We all suffered from nausea,
quivering, pain in the upper alxlomeii and discoordination
of movements.
1 alarmed all operators and instructed them to draw
with one spacegnn from zenith and with the other from
the eloud over Tucson 8 miles away. The first was to
weaken any Ea present at zenith; the other was to remove
the dangerous mass of purple, smoky menace from Tucson.
The DOR cloud over Tucson began to shrink after a few
minutes' operation, But it lasted about 20 minutes until
the sky was olear again.

1
1

At about 17:18 a single jet plane circled Little Orgonon.
Four big B-56 jet bombers gathering from over Tucson
flew toward Little Orgonon and passed low overhead and
siowly in closed fcrmation at 17:30 hrs. 1 had the intpresaion that they saluted our base. There was in the
situation ar.; emotion of deep concern, determination and
gratitude.
Dr. Silvert who was with ue on the deck witnessed the
total battle and the following salute. My sou, Peter, had
helped with a megaphone, since my voice had still not recovered from hoarseness, in relaying my orders to the
operators at the two spaceguns. Peter also discovered a
sitvery disk moving from the region over the city, where
lhe purple clouds had developed, toward the west. Peter
pointed the Ea out to me and 1 saw it then right away. 1
had forgotten this incident until 1 found a note in the
Log Book referring to it while preparing the material for
typing a week ago. Even seasoned operators refused to
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adula fnlly what had happeued. However, we all knew
that something extraordinary and dangerous had happened: Had the Ra laanched the attack upon: the municipal
airfleld in the beije! thct Orur was still there,' No one
can ten.
The UM reaetion, too, calmed down with the CPM from
100,000++ to normal again within about two hours. We
all took stiff drinks and tried to be as happy as poasible
under the circumstances. Emotionally speaking, worda
about the battle with the Ea were slow in coming over
our lips.
I cannot tell how rnany people had died during that
hour from beart attack and similar reactions to a sudden
DOR attack as s.evere as the one jnst experienced.
The Nodes of Ea
By concentrating upon single regions, single objects,
single riddles, we avoided confusion and reached efficiency.
For example, it was found that an Ea is energetically not
shaped ronnd but ia built like a lung stretched-out douhle
cone with two distinct focal points. We aludi postpone a
discussion of this fact. It hes great bearing upon other
terrestria) and celestial functions, for exaniple the loeation
of the origin of hurricanes.

frade*

evoit4,

Fig. 30. La-Chl medem*
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First ORUR Operations in the Descri

rg

On December 16th I organized the first °RUE operation with the spacegun ia the desert. We started out with
a 10 second operation ; we orurized for 100 minutes a few
months later at a special occasion on February 15th.
Tho harvest of new knowledge was rich, over-abundant,
thrilling, pregnant with future. The connection between
drought and Ea aetivities had been secured.
The first vistories in cornbating desert and its maker
the Ea, had been won. Deserts were shown to be able to
green without raia. Seconrlary cholla vegetation tike secondary crives ia the arrnor was dying upon retnrn of
primordial life. Killer Átom had been converted to peacefui use.
During the first days of ORUR operations in the fully
developed desert, we experieneed with great satisfactioi
the sight of sparkling bluish-gray OR energy enlivening
the formeriy stale, black, nauseating atmosphere. The way
was opera ahead of as to proceed toward still rieher exploits ia tbe combat of the age-old worst Anpmy of mankind.
The road ahead appeared full of obstacles, it was troe,
but the balance ia our favor seemed secured ia the handling
of the space protelem between the schizophrenic phantast,
who mistakes his voices for talks with spacemen, ou the
one hand, and the frightened little man ia every walk of
professional life who centers his universe around his
chronic constipation and bis lack of male or female animal
potency. Both types were of the past. The future seemed
to harbor a new type of mau and woman : The one to whom
the emnipreaence and activity of a Cosmic Energy, a Life
Energy was no problem at all and never had beca ; who
knew the quivering in ara embrace of full delight. The man
and woman and child who had always known it, and had
only wondered at times why they had never heerd of it ia
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public lectures, ia the movies, ia social gatherings, from
radio and television, expounded by academic teachers.
But they knew well this ever-present, ali pervading energy
which was life per se glearned ia the eyes of small children,
radiated from the bodies of suft-epoken, good-natured
black woman ia the American South as it did ira any forgotten village ou this earth where the Stalinite killer had
not penetrated yet with bis evil COO, conniving, eonfusing,
conspiring to kill life. The rotura to full sparkling Life of
the nauseating DOR doada after Orurization reminded one
of the realities in man's dreams about a reviva' from death
which truly only meant to him being freed frota DEADNESS of the emotions. How faithfully he had tried to
remove the DOR from bis body by bathing ia the rivers of
the earth from the tanges to the Mississippi. Even the
water in the depths of the earth'a erust seemed to emerge
toward the light of day again: The riverbeda ia the Tucson
regioa darkened and b€came rnoist, as if the moistare from
the depths were trying to meet the moisture from the atmosphere over lhe revi ving desert; as if in a hrotherly
embrace after millennia of separation there was unity ia
sight again. Ood seemed to become earthy again.

h
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The JanuarY Oramo Raios
Toward the and of December 1954 an Ea attracted ray
attentiou by its peculiar moversaents. On December 23
1954 it moved as follows:

&go )9 off Lgr to,,

.ipipmedz.

L o 6 O de—IS 3
Ctil~tiCar ;
fid .1 74 :~edit w ift

22!
disio 1111.~Gt.,
fig. 31. Ea -C Pfl path
The Ea continued to appear irregularly at various
me
plaees and at different times of the night. We beead isgradually used to their presence, sudden appearance,
appearance or absenee. We had also learned to react spontaneously to their presence with our organismic reactions
which were now better known to na. However, our spacegun operations became rather elaborate as we searehecl
our way further into the unknown territory. Various ways
of nsing Ornr developed. One way was to keep the Orur
in the lend container stationary near the draw pipes. Another was swinging the Orur to and fro or past the metal
ccordpipes, The duration of Orurization varied greatly a
ath reing to the severity of the DOR emergency, the. weer
heard regarding local and national developments,
ports V70
etc. We soon learned that the desert atmoapbere tolerated
rather extended operations, up to Via hours, without major
upheavals.

The people in Tueson and ia the vicinity of Oracle had
become aware of the changes that had taken piau in the
desert. They are much more alert te the,se changes, naturally, than the people in the east had been, because the
ehanges were much more striking. On December 20 our
operations were televised; I bad given a brief suxnmary
of their functions into the microphone. The fim was
darkened. It could have been from the presence of Orur
in ii.s vicinity. There was siso the possibility of foul play.
Ten days 'ater, ou December 30, a drug agent t.urned up at
Little Orgonon aceompanied by a U. S. Marshal who had
come "as a friend, not on duty, as an observer only." The
drug agent was asked whether he had come on official order.
He said no; he wanted, however, verbatim to "inspect
everything." Thus, he was impertinent enough to expeet
me to show him my private diary, my poema, iny love
letters, my microscopy log book, my personal history documents, complete à ia Beria. He was, of ~ase, not admitted
to our premises and had to leave. it is 20 very difficult to
pin down situations which crise from subterranean evil ;
however, his visit had some connection with the rumors
that went around in town regarding our work.
The filming of our base had stirred up interest.
Whether the blackening of our film was due to some unlawful interferente, 1 cannot tell; it was entirely within the
realra of the possible. Also, the Boston Circuit Court of
Appeals had denied the application by the physicians to
intervens with the unlawful injunetion. There was no
doubt whatever that enemies of our work were busy behind the acenes to find out what we were doing at Tucson.
ME, the American chemical industry and the Russian
politicos were rather interested. I lived and worked in
glasa honse, as it were.
January 1955 was the mond' during which it rained
repeatedly and abundantly In the southwestern U. S. A.,
chie to our operations. The transportation of the Orur

__
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material of December 14th was reported on Televisiou
News on January 10 (Eme p. 195). A conferente with local
fermers, business eepresentatives and banking officie.le
was scheduled for January 28th to discuss the problem of
how to continue the desert work after our departure whieh
was planned for the and of April.

and according to the radio report 80% at the airport.
Vapor trails held beautifully that day. The sun shone
À.,
11§" 4.1.1. 41.1 1.4ed. L-11
"ke, through w-onderfui arlrre
gray haze. At 13:30 the aky began to cloud over totally
with raiar in prospeet. At 19:15 hrs. the aky was nearly
completely cloaded over. At 20:00 it began to raia gently;
the raie contínned all through the night into January 14th.
The moisture in the atmosphere had risca to 90% at the
base, to 96% at the airport. One of four physicians who
had visited us from New York was unable to leave by plane
because of the heavy raie. No planes landed that morning.
It was reported that such an event had not happened beforo in years. Flight personnel were amazed.

The Oranur raia ou the 3rd, 6tb and 7th of January
was rich and gently continued all throngh the night. There
were deep water puddles in the streets. The soil was well
soaked. There was snow on Mt. Catalina. There were
florais in Mexicali. Two thousand families had lived in
ever-dry river beds and now had to be evacuated.
The DOR situation became very bad again on January
12. There was a blaek, heavy DOR blanket at the northern
horizon. Three jet planes flew past at 11:00 hrs. from north
to south with visible vapor trails. Suddenly the vapor
trails disappenred. There seemed to be trouble in that
region, no doubt. We orarized toward that region at 11:15
hrs. for five minutes, stationary alternating with drawing
from zenith which was heavy with DOR. At 11:20 hrs. the
three jets flew low over our Spacegun as if in agreement.
At 17:15 hrs. the zenith was Mack again. There was no
doubt that a new tug of war with the Ea was on.
For the first time une epacegun was installed to draw
continually from the region where we knew Ea usually
appeared during the night; the parpose was to weaken the
potential ia that region in advance. ft was a bad day. The
horizon was black with DOR ali around ris. Only the sky
over Little Orgonon seemed to be olear. The DOR at the
horizon did not budge. On January 13, before dawn, an
Ea, big, yellow, flashing in the westera aky went out in
the region toward whieh the spacegun had been pointed
ali through the night.
January 13th was, in contradistinetion to the 12th, a
clear day with high relativa htunidity, 70% at the base,

The Arizona raias went ou to Texas and New Mexico
with abundant showers. Fog covered the Phoenix ealley.
A gigantie storm developed in the A.tlantic from Puerto
Rico to Labrador, as a gale over a stretch of 1.600 miles.
cleared the sky over Tucson at 12 noon. That day
clonds were all around the Tucson basin. The planes which
were stranded were now atile to take off from the Tucson
airport.
The two Spaeeguns remained centered einem 18:00 hrs.
upou the Sonthern Ea which usup.11y appeared around
21:00 p.m. (ft was on January 17 and 18 that the two
photographs were taken of the southern Ea.)
The following survey conveys an irnpression of the
sightings and operations December 21, 1954 to January 20,
1955. The coneentration of our attention ou one single
Ea bore its fruits:
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CITAPTER VIII
J
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d.

BREAKING THE BARRIER
Search for Atrnosplaeric Self-Regulation and the
Obitacle in the Way
With the Ea battle of Tucson the first chapter of the
orgonomie Ea etory reaehed its end. With the systernatic
use of Orur in the following operations against DOR,
Desert, Drought and Ea the next chapter begins. But
before we continue with the report on the remaining four
months of the expedition, a few ioose odds and enfie have
hits stimmarizing the
to be pieked up. A few general po
first two nionths should be brought forth, too.
had mentioned a while ago that it had never been the
raia over deserts."
objective of the expedition "to make
The true objective had been to study carefully the condi ,
startions which are responsible for drought, desert and
Way."
"Obstacie in The
vation of the Living: Briefiy, the
the
purpose
of
the
expedition to make raia,
still was not
even after we had broken a drought spell in Arizona of
five years' standing and had achieved our first gentle
oranur-type rain on December 9 and the following days.
our artificiai
The objective was to find the borderline where
be
at a neto atmospherir technology could end ata
e forts
f
the self-regulatory, self-su,staining taws that
replaced by
cyctes, cosinic
govern the behavior of elaud formation, rain
in
as they
energy metabolism in the atmosphere, etc.,
the living organism. The reader has become welt aware
by now of the fact that my pilot beacon in ali proeedures
in non-living nature was what. I had learned from the
hehavior of the basic emotions and the OR energy in the
living orgauisra. This principie afia holds today and will
long time to come. I even wonld ventare to
be valid for A
suggest to bold on to this principie in standing cosmie
energy for ali future times. n2hero is no better beacon than
the clicking in unison of the inner and outer processes of
[ 212 1

nature. More, without suai harmony little can be expeeted
to be achieved in the realm of cosmie functioning. And it
is exactly this principio tambo r with the above racntioned
role of helping nature take care of itself which distinguishes
functionalism from meehanistie-mystical approaches to nature. To find the true borderline between artificial measure and self-regulation is the essenee of the art of piloting.
It is also the landmark that divides lhe domains of the
dictator from lhe social guide. The first tells you what to
do, where tu go, how to go there and, in his extrenie fornis,
he shoots yon ar burras yon and your books if you do not
obev bis order. The latter lets yon ehoose your own goal
and your own way te your goal, which most likely will on
the average be the goal of society at larga. He tens you:
"If you ask me for advice hora to arrive safely at your
destination, how to rely on your own power, I shall take
your hand and guide you. I shall disappear as soon as my
job is done."
This basie role of ali true self-regulation, the keeping
of propor balance between guidance and free Retirai is in
sharp disagreement with hoth the foreeful liandling of nature, such as chronie drug snpply to the organisni on the
une hand, and letting the one in ueed of guidance do as he
¡Acames ou the other hand. The desert eannot be dealt with
by continuous operations; neither can it be left to itself
or be patehed up by tedions, eoatly, frustrating irrigation
efforts by way of endiese ditebing and dam building; if
for no olher reason tlian that a dying desert will also
sooner or later UI the deep sou:ces ai water and destroy
the artificial ducts.
There ia little use in patching up aceording to old ways.
The diseovery of the Life Energy has revealed the manner
in which nature works, namely funetionally, in a self-regulatory uianner, in a steady nietabolism between tendency
to decay and over-abundante. The problem of natural self-
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regulation will eonstitute a special chapter in our aceount
on ORENE, to be published in a different context.

let the Cloudbueter draw moisture from the Pacific Ocean
nntil 1 felt that the atmosphere was sufficiently saturated.
Then I would depress the Cleudbuster for a day or two to
see what wonld happen. In the beginning, from about the
roidclle of December to the beginning of January, the DOR
atmosphere would return after only a few hours interruption of drawing operations. Then we would set in with
drawing entil the atmosphere was moist again. We would
then repeat this procedure.

At this point it was important to assume that the desert,
once revived in the growing prárie grass, ir, the docay of
the secondary vegetation, in the return of natural manuring by grazing cattle, sheep, horses, etc., lu the reinstatement of the natural cycle of sunsitine and gentle soaking
raia, would tell by itself where the borderline between artificial and self-reguktory management of its affairs could
be found. In this proeess, so mu& was eertain, mane still
way" of eelf-regulation
deeply hidden "obstacles in the
would be detected and, if possible, be removed; this wonld
increase the power of self-sustained action and decrease
the need for teehnological interference.
We ean imagine this balance between freedom and
guidance as being valid for the social forces of Imanam
is to continusociety, too. Here the goal of work demoeracy
ally reduce the need for govermnental or administrative
interference and to steadily increase the power of selfmanagement of social groupings by constantly rentoving
self-regulation. flad
the obstacles in the way to complete
our seriem not been as much dulled as they aetually have
been by the forces of evil deceit, organized lying and the
Stalinite-Hitlerite Rig rales of suspieion and murder, we
would have managed to find our way throngh and out of
the mate of a millennial mesa of garbled human affairs.
To secure the peaee and the freedom and the facilities to
get at the "Obstado in the Way" is therefore the basic
task of ali researeh and social organization, be it in the
combat of poverty, or desert or in the overcoming of
gravity.
During the following months it was thrilling to search
for the hidden borderline between necessary guidance and
self-regulation. I approached the task slowly, carefnlly,
with keen focusing on observation. For example, 1 would

Direetions of drawing played some role in finding the borderline. Southwestern and westerly drawings were more effective than northerly (from the desert basin) or from the
east. Drawing from the northwest proved later to correlate
with drawing from the west. Zenith drawings were always
of a crucial nature. But the westerly region seemed to offer
the greatest riddies. It yielded the best development of
moisture fiow and elond banks. However, after a while it becarne stale, hard to be mobilized ; somethinq was wrong to
the west. I did not know the nature of the weaterly obstaele, nor even its distante or location. But, as the weeks
passed by, the irnpression gained weight that auch an obsta& existed to the weat. It later turned ont to be the
"Barrier" as the Sierra mounfain range weat of El Centro,
Here is important, net that it existed, but how it was deteeted. It will be the subject of a special chapter.
"How" to get at the obstado to natural self-regulation
is always far more important than to try to introduce selfregulatory management into a naurself-regulatory system,
be it social, individual or natural. Of sneh principies of
basic research few brought up in today's'teelmological mechanies have any inkling or praetical knowledge. Que
would not mirai, and one would °Yen acknowledge the necessity ander the circumstances of' a certain amount of
rneelbanieal regulation of affairs if these hinnted minds
would not assume the arrogant position of judging what
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they do not understand or even try to obstrnet in a most
obnoxious manner.
It turned out in the course of there exploration.s that
Orur was indispensahle in finding the obstacles. It acted
ke a huge, very sensitiva instrument. Withont Orur the
found
li
Barrier in the west would never have been actually
or even broken. Farther, more detailed and exact Ea research would not have been possible. Moreover, I doubt
work
whether 1 would ever have reaehed the point
y
nt
ia mpo the
where I conld tell myself gere, at this precise
divide is located that separates a sick organism needy of
conetant help from the healthy organista which can proceed on bis own power, even if limping once in a while.
To this raethod of approach I also owe the final understanding of the "dast storm."
The following map approximately depiets the territory
subjected to the test of self-regulation:

É

tions a t JACUIffill,11{.
V. 32. The lan.e of opora
"Barriar"
orsit of

California,

Experimental Quest for the Ea Barrier
puring the tug of war of January l2th, Ea seemed to
have surrounded the Tucson Valley en atasse; I ooneeived
of the idea that this may be a routine measttre on the part
of spacenten to attack a eertain region. It was known to
me that there existed a sharp borderline between the green
mountain ranges on the western !dopes of the Sierra and
the barren, eastern desert siopes. Was it possible that a
"barrier" was set up there, which separated the green
from the barren landi I decide] to find out practically.
Two operators went to the west coast 400 miles away, to
and out whether suei) a barrier existed. II did exist. They
reporte] from the Sierra divide that the clouds coming
in frota the West Coast did not paca but dissipated over the
barrier on the dividing range.
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High CPM Indicate "Atmospheric Favor"
I would like to introduce at this point the term: "Atmospheric Fever." The tem "fever" or "high temperature"
has heretofore only been applied to living animal organisms. It indicates a severe reaction expressed in a rise
of body temperature to certain kinds of irritation. fine
speaks in classical medicine of "fnnctional" fever when
there seems to be no apparent cause for the rise in temperature. "Functional" in our terras indicates a non-material, non-bacterial disturbance in energy equilibrium.
This is unknown to and arbitrarily bypassed by the scientist oriente] in atomic chemistry terras only.
Since the basic energy functions in the organism are
the same as in the atmosphere, it is legitimate to apply
conclusions from the one realm to the other.
OR energy excitation is to the orgonomic view presented
by a ehange from the foggy to the pointed form of existence.
(See Fig. 7d, p. 40.) With this change a motor force of
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a mechanical nature ariees. Under circumstances still
greatly unknown such a change may be expressed in terms
of higher temperature. Under different circumstances no
riso in temperature, but only a motorie force develops. The
heat variant is an alternativo to the motor variant. We
may assume that the same energy change which under one
set of circumstances causes mechanical motion, causes under another set of circumstances risa in temperature. Since
we are free to drop this assumption whenever we find it
inapplicable, we may speculate further: If the Crit energy
in its pointed, excited form flnds no objecta to move me,
chanically it will cause high temperature of gases or solid
substances by inner friction. Raw as this thought is, it
&serves consideration.

thing may be possible, anything beyond our present knowledge reay appear on the scene of inquiry.
When an atomic bomb explodes, a huge amount of
concentrated
nuclear material (NU) suddenl,y irritates
foras an unprepared, unconcentrated atmospheric Life
Energy. On the other hand, when Oranur is operating a
very small amount is irritating a highly concentrated Life
Energy.

The clicks at the Geiger counter are doubtless expressions of single OR energy points charging a vacum, a
grid of an electronic tubo or moving the membrane of a
mechanical sound amplifier.
We are dealing in such thought operations not with
highly technically deveioped variations of mechanistic electronic brains, but with simple ideal and facts regarding
most primitive funetions of a physical nature. It seems
advisable to avoid the complieated superetructure and to
adhere to the simple, even the naive.
In accordance with our assumption the atmospheric OR
energy will express its excitation about some dangerous
factor in the vicinity by developing the pointed state of
existence. It will react accordingly on the GM counter with
higher counts. The danger may be the outponring of
atomic radiation in the course of an atomic explosion; it
may be the presence in the atmosphere of DOR from the
exhansts of spaceships; it may siso be DOR rising frota
our atmospherie energy when our OR envelope dies. We
should not become rigid but remain mobile in ali such
thought operations; in this new realm of knowledge any-

1

In the first case the OR energy falis victim to prostration and decay. In the second case, the OR energy reacts
after a brief period of consternation or paralysis with a
fierce motor force. It is thus understandable that no high
background counts are noticeable beyond a narrow eircle
aronnd point zero of the atomic explosion. Ilowever, in
the seeond case the counts are low at the nuclear material
while they soar liigh to many hundred thousands per
minute in the surrounding atmosphere. Ortuization of the
atmosphere presente only a variant of the second case.
When we orurize the atmosphere we are causing the atmosphere to react fiercely as in oranur by putting a sinal]
amount of NR luto one of the Spacegun tubas or by
swinging sua material to and fro near the Spacegun metal
base or pipes. Ouly the forni of the oranur reaction varies
in these two cases. The principie is the sane.
As we have learned, orurization of the atmosphere
cleans ont any DOR elouds that may be present. It is immaterial here what happens to the DOR energy; whether
it is reconverted finto OR energy, whether it changes roto
water vapor, or is absorbed finto the ground or finto a well.
DOR disappears in dl cases.
On February 15th, 1955 at 09:44 hrs. in the morning
dnring our daily conferente, a loud explosion was heard
to the north; it was felt by ali present on the observation
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deck. Thereupon the sky was closely watched with binoenlars and teleseope till 14:00 hrs. We assumed that an
atomic bonib had been exploded. At 09:49 the atmospherie
OR eount, measured with the SU-5 GM Counter was 400600 CPM. The following chart represente the original
protoeol written during that operation :

Protocolt
Dlotated by WIlhelw Rétoth..
D
Dato: Pobruary 15. 1955
Subject:
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Run.
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Run.
Uma mln. CrX

1:m:

Phenomenom

OROR

1

10:10 21 100-600 5tert #1
oecillation

Ont'd

I.44 23 600

(#2 In)
e

10f45 24 600

23 450-300 •
SOO

25

300
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•
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~~
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29
50.51

30
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1
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3
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(27 min.)

4
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We shall extract here only the. highlights. Seven minutes
after the explosion was heard, the counts rose to 1000 CPM.
Tf, as we assumed, this had been an atomic explosion somewhere on the military proving grouuds in Nevada to the
north of as, and the high coutas were fi.re the NU outpour, the high atmospheric background count had travelled
slower than sound and had reached its peak at our OM
counter seven minutes later than the sound v.-ave had
reached our ears. This seemed vero unlikely.
It appeared much safer to assume that the atmosphere
arouud Little Orgonon was conditioned to react to NU irritation and had reached to an excitation which travelled
throngh the air ema s at the speed of sound. There may
have been any other mechanisrn of transfer at work. We
did not know and did not want to waste too much time with

theoretioal speculationa. Far more important it was to
act upon this event inunediately in an experimental man
ner. The first wave of high OR energy activity had been
released hy an unknown event, whatever it may have been.
We wished to Icem how the atmosphere would bohave
upon long drawn-out orurization. We orurized the. atmosphere one hour and five minutes. We drew at the
same time une hour and thirty-six minutes.
The atmospherie excitation was etill high with 30'
CPM at 13:00 hrs.; it was still erratie with 100 CPM at
14:00 hrs., more than four hours Inter.
In the course of this operation on February 15, 195:-)
a thought kept coming into my rnind which seemed absurd,
but was irresistible. If the explosion of nuclear material
is due to a rapid, instantaneons change of secondary
("eller matter") cosmic energy from the resting to the
mobile state; if furtherrnore the atmosphere, sufficiently
prepared through repeated orurization would render that
atmosphere powerful to resist the assault by NR, a preventivo remedy against infestation of the atmosphere with
atomic (hist would have been found.
cannot tell at all whether my speculation is sound or
not. Neither do T wish to speeulate further. Rui the poasibility seemed definitely to be within the realm of the rational. More, with due cantion against becoming too speculative, the further thought seemed not too rash that by
creating a higher atmospheric potential than that in the
atomie boró the latter could be rendered useless as a war
weapon.
Since 1 had no way of proving or disproving my contention, I returned soou, still deeply immersed in these
thoughts, to my regular OROP Desert Ea activities. The
only thing one could do was to keep the atmosphere clean
and strong,
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We tried to establish the bource of the explosion of
February 15th. There were no reporte on the radio or
Arizona
in the newspapers. The police reporter of the
Daily Star had no record of any explosion that day. The
Sheriff's offiee, too, had heard nothing and had received
no report on any explosion that day. Some suggested the
explosion may have originated at the Davis Monahan Air
Force Base. An inquiry a few days tater at the base was
answered in the negativo. There were no recorde of an
explosion. The safety office knew nothing of an explosion
either. Finally a sergeant at the legal officer's office told
onr operator that all sneh data was elassified and that
there was no access to it. Asked whether an important observation connected with the explosion eonld be relayed to
someone, he said there was no oue to see. Asked whether
Chis answer was to be taken as a negativo one, he said it.
was to be taken as a "nothing answer" since the information was classified.
So v e never learned what the explosion had bem, what
had caused the high connts that day.

1

Dnring our operation that day, DOR had come down
faat and heavy to the west and north; it was absent to the
south and east. The atmospheric excitation had reacted
to orurization with calmiug down, i.e., with lowering of
the CPM.
The long, drawn-out orurization had had positive effects.
The somewhat droughty atmosphere of early February
yielded to a rich rain on February 17th at three p.m. It
had raiaed all through from the west coast with 1.44 in. at
St. Barbara according to Phoenix station KOPO and L.A.
station KFI. The rain was gentle, typical Orai= rain,
soaking the ground, a very welconie moisture. The rain
according to our draw from SW and west.
moved
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The raia of February 17th had been a fruitful one;
the soil in the desert had until then absorbed enough moisture to be well prepared to react to further raie with
great produetivity. The Tucson Daily Citizen wrote on
Febrnary 23, 1955, page 11 (AP)
.7f
.ã°

"Better Range Prospecta 'Men &eme of Winter
Storms
Good tvinter storms promise better range prospecta
than have been forecast recently.

.11
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b. California - Arizona

Fig. 33. Rainfall figurei, February 16th to 18t1i, 1955

The donde were heavy over the Tucson basin on February 17th, but the water refused to fali out of the clouda.
I did not understand why. However, with the help of one
operator, I suceeeded in getting the downpour over Little
Orgonon and the whole basin for a duration of three hours.
It wonld be too tedions to report in detail how T got the
raia down from the clouda which had refused for honra to
pour it ont. Ronghly speaking, we kept drilling holes luto
the clouda, alternating with drawings from the atill elondfree sky. We kept irritating the somewhat stale atmosphere until it yielded. It flnally did yield and we were
happy over onr vietory. An AAF jet plane flew over
Little Orgonon just when the rain began to pour and
tipped his wings; they had apparently watched onr efforts
with interest.

t

The federal crop and livestock reporting service,
conducting its monthly survey in Arizona, says eattle
are in good shape, although generally affected by the
coid.
Conditions by counties: • • •
PINAI- good spring range forecast due to rains.
Cold weather has held back the spring grass
and winter feed is becoming acarte.
PIMA --Supplies of water and range feed adequate,
afier a rairtfall reported to be the largest
in 25 years."
As was to be expected from previons experientes, the
progress in the combat of desert had also brought abont
the reaction from the Ea against our efforts. It is naturally
so very hard to tell precisely in known teme; the Ea remain mostly invisible and do not behave as any known
unfriendly obstacle would do. One of the most reliable
criteria to judge extent and nature of Ea activities is to
observe the bebavior of rainclonds, the strength and frequency of the appearance of DOR donde, their location
and, testing with the Spacegnn, their reaction to orurization. It need not be particularly stressed here that these
criteria are full of pitfalls. However, as in any other new
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realm, one becomes accustomed to the new processes; gradnally they hecome familiar and easy to recognize. With
this also the safety of judgment inereases.

had eaused the increasingly frequent high counts in the
atmosphere.

The elouds held well and strong. It had reina ali night
to the 18th. An A-bomb explosion was predieted by KTUC
for 08:30 Mountain Time. A sudden decline in crime by
15% in Los Angeles was reported since January 1, 1955.
Had DOR remova! and the betterment in the drought situation brought this about There was no possibility to tell
since the relationship to the official administrativa eenters
was, due to the continnous slanderous activities of the varions pharmaceutic groups, not as good as it eould have been.
We were undecided whether to keep the raia going or
not. We phoned Mr. Goyette of the Chamber of Commeree
in Tucson. He told us that main would be harmful from
the 22nd to the 28th of February. All Tucson was expeoting to enjoy the Rodeo festivais. Thereupon the Clondbusters were depressed on February 18th, 12:45 hrs. while
the drawing for rain was most effective. The manager of
the Chamber of Commeree understood full well the nature
of our difficulties with the pharmacentic agents at the University of Arizona; they upheld the interests of the cloud
seeders against the interests and wishes of the farmers.
The farmera were complaining about the cloud seeders'
activities and their financial methods.
To get a message through to the President's offiee on
the gravity of the Ea problem became urgent. For certain
reasons it was nnwise to presa for contacta with the government. Lobbying was going on the bad way to such an extent that the best chance one had in such matters was to
be a non-lobbyist. The pressure of Orur and Ea problems
grew apace, however.
The Ea were frequent and powerful in the sky again
after we had depressed the two spaceguns on February
18th. We could not always tell whether Ea or "the atom"

The power of Orur was tremendous. It conld not be
overestimated. Anything seemed possible in ite further
development. Orur seemed to canse an extension of the
gaseons atmosphere of the globe. We had no way of proving this impression. However, the jet vapors appeared at
the time higher and higher they seemed to hoid better and
longer in higher altitudes. One day two jets were seen
one above the other. Both poured their vapor into the
atmosphere. The lower one held its chape well; the upper
one was thin and dissipated quickly. Had the Air Force
discovered the extension of the atmospheref I was not
certain at ali that this was ao. But to judge from the movementa of the jets at increasingly higher altitudes admitted
of snch an assumption. The problem eould not be attacked
withont the fada of Orene.
On February 21, 1955, at nine a.m. the CPM rose
again to 300-500 in the atmosphere. It returned to normal at noon. Had an A-bomb explosion, so often postponed lately, been set off? We could not tell. We were ali
very ill from DOR. The %saiam reported a "new remedy
against A-blasts." Their statements were nevar to be
trusted since they invented much in their reporta according to political expediency. An A-bomb was set off ai 06:45
Pacific Time at Nevada. At 08:45 hrs, Tucson Time 300500 CPM were registered at Little Orgonon. At 10:00 hrs.
the counts were 500 CPM. We started orurization of the
atmosphere at 10:15; lasting til! 10;21. The atmosphere
eleared right away. We orurized again for 6 minutes with
Orur in lead and a 100,000 ++± CPM reaction followed.
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On the 24th of February "radioactivo cob-web," a
product of Ea in the form of stringy Et, was found in
New York state. Severe blackish DOR clouda formal over
the Tucson southwestern mountain ranges looking much
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like tornadoes in forniation. They dissolved at 10:35 upon
siraple drawing. MI trens persiated well over an hour
in the aky that day. At 09:30 hrs. 400 CPNI vier° detected
that sarne morning.

sharply dolineated frota the etarity of the atmosphere to
the east. I had found the outer reaches of the western barrier. But it was necessarv to find the western beginning
of the barrier. This was set iate motion during the following days.

It may well have been due to our daily Orur operation,
that tht ¡vestem barrier becante paipable toward the end
of February 1955. It had rained well ali night at Oracle
Junction 25 miles to the north. The relativa humidity
again had risen to 70% on the 26th. Phoenix reported
weather
misture streaming In from the south
atation). The entire southwest was covered with clouds
and had showers. But the desert had only received traces
of that raia; 0.09 in. in Phoenix, 0.13 in Douglas, 0.33 in
Flagstaff. On the other hand, Hawaii reported 14 inches
of raia on the 24th of F'ebruary. Big flooda were reported
from Australia. Raia was predicted for practically all of
U. S. A. It rained again in southern California, and at
Flagstaff and Preseott north of as.
It seetned to raia all around 148 with the exception of the
Tucson basin and the western approaches to Tucson. An
Ea was seen on the night of February 26, 1955, in the south
low over Tucson at 21:00 hrs. for one hour only Tf was
not seen later. There were no elouds to the south. It appeared to one operator to be in trouhle, flashing in almost
pura red three times erratically.

ti

On February 27th, I made a long trip westward to inspect the borderline between our experimental and the adjoining territ.ory. Whereas the prairie graus was growing
ríchly to east and north at Oracle and beyond, there was
none or only scant grass growing to the west. The line
between the regia» where grass still appeared and the
desert, with no grass was sharp. Also sharp, ugly, eaten
out, black were the rocks on the pass. Sharp DOR, sour
teste, mottled palme on the western slope were olear
ertough indications that a barrier existed to the west,

On February 28th we mensured again 800-1000 CPM
with sun, high clouds and 71% humidity. It rained again
in California and all over the desert with the exception of
Arizona where raia had been predicted but did not come.
A flashing Ea had been seen all night to the sonth over
Tucson, 19:45 tili about 23:00 hrs. It expired according to
operator's report three times. In the west a largo orauge
fiery bali was moving westward at 03:00 hrs. Ea were
rather busy in those days.

iY

5Probing the Atmosphere on Mountain Ridges
On the night of March lst 1 conceived the plan to take
the Spacegun toward Oracle and to orurize the atmosphere
there. It was necessary to observe the Orar effects from
a ridge. For Chis parpose the mountain ridge at Oracle,
40 Infles north of Tucson seemed most suitable sinee it
perrnitted a view for another 50 miles toward the north,
east and west. DOR had been heavy on those faraway
mountains most of the time; they were not within the
realm of the DOR-free Tucson region. Since, furthermore,
planned to probe the mountain ridge at the tower in the
southern Sierra mountain chain, Oracle offered an excellent spot to sharpen one's researeh tools: IJow far wouid
Orur effects reach?
Though the factual work process developed satisfactorily, the emotional and the social situations were rather
distressing. That night all workers in our eamp were
severely ill from DOR with diarrhea, shivering, vomit'n,?;,
sleeplessness, thirst, drynese in throat, "agony in the solar
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plexus," restleseness, vasovegetative reactions in both extremes—paleness and hot flashes. Even cair dag, Troll,
who was a few months tater to becorne a vietim of an evil
attack by a hidden Modju, suffered that black day from
involuntary bowel movement.

!ater, but it threw its evil power around at that time, supported by equally realces business pirates in the U. S. A.

Ea had been there to the south and west for a short
while during the night. The severity of DOR-sickness did
not seem to depend on the duration of the presence of Ea.
It depended on something unknown.
Also, the battle around the discovery of the Life Energy
seemed to rege on unabated at that time on the social
acene, with our enemies in hiding, working against our
expedition and its organizational background like moles
in holes. The battle raged at top as well as at local social
leveis. The readiness to kill by siander, to obtain information by spying, illegal intrusion, etc., or by other equally
shabby meana was obvions to everyone who partook in
those days in our life. The battle was fought in the
Weather Bureau, on farma with cattle men and farmers
set againat the bureaucratic physicists in the local university who protected the chemical interests of cloud-seeding-. The drug agente were waiting to bre.ak into our files
to obtain material both to kill by slander as well as to ateai
our secreta for the big drug concerne. In the AEC the
battle seemed to center around the legitimacy and wisdorn
of destroying our atmosphere or what was still left of it,
by continuous demonstrations of power in exploding atom
bomba. The war raged on the ideological scene between
those who searched desperately for a peaceful solution of
the problem of humanity as did the Eisenhower administration, versus those who contiuued the age-old murderotas
system of politica and moral larceny. In this, the western
powere, tied down by the roles of demoeratic procedure,
seemed to lose out to the reckless operators without canscience centered in the Stalinite hierarchy. It was to fali

often wondered, and my few assistente with me, how
wc man.aged to eurrive this holocaust at ali, with no publie
support, with a miserably insuffieient income from my donation of the medicai use of the tlii energy of about 30,000
to 40,000 dollars a year, which was threatened at that time
by pressure of the drug agency in the government. Only
a few low-salaried but devoted men and women held out
bravely. Still, somehow the great resulte we achieved every
day in the combat of deserta kept us going.
The atmosphere seemed to be undergoing a radical
change. This change was one of the main objectives of our
research over the following two months. The Weather
Bureau admitted that the rainfall had exceeded the average
in the deaert region by 1.53 inches. They committed the
mistake, however, of deriving their average from long
periods, while over severa! years there had been no raiz
at ali. With respect to the drought of five vears, our resulte were much better than ehown by the average.
On Marcb lst in the early morning an orurization of
the atmosphere was conducted for 30 minutes, from 09:05
till 09:35. The background counts that morning were as
follows :
09:00
09:30
10:00
11:30

..

400 - 450 CPM
600 - 800 (PM
1000 -1200 CPM
600 -1500 CPM

The atmosphere fought back the shock with a gentle
vehemence. It appeared much more powerful and also successful in keeping develnpment of DOR, i.e., dying OR
energy away.
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Protocol: OROP ORUR, 45 minute ORUR.

OROP ORUR

Date: March 2, 1955
Protocol: OROP ORUR. 30 minute ORUR.
Date:

March 1, 1955

Place: Little Orgonon, Tucson, Arizona
09:00 No donde; DOR heavy over Tucson; light breeze
from east. At 06:30 in the morning the AEC had
exploded a medimn sized A-bomb at Yucca Flats,
Nevada. CPM — 450 to 550.
09:05 ORUR in; in pipe, cloudbuster drawing around
zenith.
09 :07 Breeze from SE. Drawing at a lesser angle.
Slowly with steps.
09:10 DOR thinning out fast over Tucson.
09:11 Spiral drawing ai about 45°.
09 :13 Drawing from aromai horizon—espeeially from
over Tucson.
09 :18

DOR raising sharply from over Tucson.

09:20

500 CPM. Drawing from just over Catalinas.

09:23

550 CPM. Drawing from NW at 45°.

09:26 Drawing from zenith.
09 :29 South breeze freshening.
900 — 1000.
09:30

CPM —600 — 800 —

800 CPM.

09:32 Draw from over Tucson. Feeling of nausea.
09:33 700 CPM.
09:35 ORUR out. Cloudbuster left at zenith.

PI-- : Little Orgorion, Tucson, Arizona
09:10 Iligh, lacy eloudbank to S, SE and E. Breeze E.
Clear overhead. 400 —700 — 400 CPM. (WR:
Last night it was 150 CPM.) DOR over Tucson.

g

09:15 ORUR in (tube). 450 CPM. Drawing around
zenith.
09:17 Drawing at 45° to N sector; not S. Vapor trail
cohesion inereases.
09 :20 Clouds inereasing, DOR over Tucson moving west,
and vapor haze spreading over all of sky (obseuring parta of vapor trails).
09:28 Breeze SE, stronger. Drawing from around
zenith. Vapor trails holding.
09:30

900 CPM. DOR from Tucson regiou cone,entrates
over SW mountain region, while remainder of
sky elears.

09:33

500 CPM. Drawing from NW horizon.

09:34 ORTJR out of tube and into lead container on base.
09:40 WR lias dizzy spell, ER and WM feel mueh better
than before beginning. Cloudbank to NE and S
stretches fingers toward zenith. Sky in haze increasingly obscuring parts of vapor trails. ()R
flow E to W.
09:44 Drawing from N of Mt. Catalina dose to elouds.
09:45 700 CPM. Sweeping E over ciondbank, WM feels
this setup stronger than first.
09:50 DOR to SW lifting. Breeze 5, strong. Trying to
cateh breeze.
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09:55 Clondbuster stationary to WNW at 45°.
09:58

CEM --500--800----900

10:00 Draw from zenith. It doesn't move, try to move
it. ORUR out. RMC felt it as just Dast the point
where it felt good ; a pressure.
10:01

CEM —1000— noo. WR: there is a point where
it shifts over froco positive to negative.
(20 minute ORUR in tube and 25 minute ORUR
in contahaer.)
/s/ Robert A. McCullough
Recorder

It appeared not impossible that in due time the atmosphere would be immunized against atomie explosions as
one immunizes living systems against infeetion. Only those
ignorant of the functional identity between organismie
and atmospheric OR energy would he shocked by such an
idea. A highly orurized atmosphere would syphon off any
kind of DOR energy from atomie blasts or from. Ea. We
had the impression that there were diffleulties in setting
off the A-bomb. That day the riddle of the relationship
of DOR to water was solved satisfactorily in the forni of
an orgonometrie equation (see page 258).
Chi the Way to the West Coai*
We were ready to go west to find, explore and if possible to break the barrier. One Orur was to be flown irai)
Jaeumba, west of the Sierra divide tower later.
The trip westward some 400 miles was interesting and
most rewarding. I saw dry, sandy desert again about 50
miles from Tucson. The eontrast to the green prairies
whieh I had just Ieft hehind was striking and refreshing

239
since it brought into focas what had been really aecomplished in a few months of systematic work.
On the way to Gila Bend, Mareh 3, 1955, 10:30 lus.,
70 miles west of Tucson: there was little DOR. Green
grau was sprouting in patches of new vegetation. The soii
was moist and fertile looking. For another 30 miles green
was still aprouting on both sides of the road; but the
vegetation became more sparse. The mountains were bare
deserta without any vegetation and desolate looking. Mack
rocks, showing Melanor in heavy attack upon granito and
sandstone, were seen about 120 miles west on route 84; 180
miles west of Tucson there appeared spots of a Sahara
type desert. Patches of white Et roeks on a black, Melanor
infested hill were interspersed with stretches of sand.
The statie landacape turned into a functional sueeession of
events as it were, revealing its history: Green vegetation,
—>e drought due to DOR attack,
dying of vegetation,
* more DOR turning into Melanor on rocks,
eating
out rocks,
Melanor turning white,
rocks changing
into clay and finally sand.
It seemed incredible that systematie removal of DOR
over a few days was sufficient to change the tido aí death,
to mnke green life appear again in suai desolation. It was
still more incredible that this had been unknown to man
for ages. Man himself had obstructed the redemption for
which he had prayed all over the globe se long, se hard.
Bnt then again, I remembered the parente who had worshipped orgonomic knowledge and then had brought their
infante to me with high, hardened ehests, and pele ar
blackish cheeks, and how a slight relieving of the highpressured chest or the arehed boa had been sufficient to
ease the situation, visible in the appearanee of a smile and
pink eutor into the face. How patient life is • • *
Near Inuma we passed a etretch of Bisel( Reck*. The
knowledge of the existente and the qualities of Melanor
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helped greatly to understand what we saw. First, the evillooking blackness itself. Now it impressed the onlooker
as an attacker, a sapper of strength. It was as if the blaeknese was eating its way bato the rock, causing it to forni
boles, first srnall ones, then largar ones. In other places
the attacked rock had reached a state where it crumbled
luto pebbles or rough sand. A whitish hue of Orite had
aettled over snch stretches of initial sand dane development. White Orite was nothing cise than the formerly
black Melanor. This sounds etrange at first, but is easily
comprehensible: Melanor, "thirsty" and "hungry" for
moisture and oxygen absorbs energy only. When satirated
it begins to give off or to radiate energy, turning white,
entirely in agreement with the absorbing qualities of blaek
and the radiating giving out qualities of white bodies according to Kirchhoff.

At 15:15 hrs. in Grand Wells the gas station man told
na that they had had some good raia in the "Sahara" dosert in December 1954 and in January 1955, but not before
as far ris memory could reach. These had been our raias;
they had come to the "Sahara Desert" with the ruoisture
drawn inland from the west coast. Now 1 was travelling
to inspeet the western seashore from where the raia had
come to the desert. Finding and destroying the Barrier
would possibly open the way for more raia. So it happened about one week later.

255 miles west of Tucson we entered the "American
Sahara," vast stretches of full-fiedged sand dunes and a
rounded, hilly sand Iandscape. And again the atructure
of the dunes and hills told the story of tbeir development
as the bearing of a buman being tells bis life story to the
knowing eye.
These rounded, smooth sand hills were the ultimato
resnit of the gnawing away of rocks and dry toam by DOR
and Melanor. The formerly edgy sharp-cornered turreis
had slowly changed into sand danes. The secondary vegetation had died out, too. And Orite had estou into the sand
to great depth.
Rad the huge oil deposita in desert regions anything to
do with the penetration of Melanor into the deptha f They
certainly had. But there is still a long streteh to the full
understanding of this riddle.
Corda fali blown sand deserta be turned luto green
pilotares/ This remained to be seen. It seemed

15 minutes later, after having travelled through the
"American Sahara," white Orite was seen richly caking
huehes, troes at the roadside: precursora of the complete
desolation. How logical it all appeared now, after the discovery of Orene, DOR and Melanor.
On Friday, March 4th, 07:30, 20 miles west of El Centro
there was to the northwest a heavy oeiliug DOR layer over
the mountain range where the barrier was later found and
destroyed. Pasaing through the mountains upward ou the
road leading to the pass with the outiook tower, we saw
now the same DOR ceiling to the east around 08:10 in the
morning. It was striking that the higher reaches of the
mountains appeared white while the lower ranges were
brownish-blackish. Possibly, this was 80 because Melanor
had attaeked from abone and thus had hit the tope of the
mountains first. While satisfying its never-ending thirst
for moisture and hl:Inger for oxygen, extracting both from
solid granito, and thereby turning white, it attaeked the
lower regions later and, not saturated yet, it still kept its
ugly black color, the physical sign of absorption and greed
for moisture.
The tower was reached at 08:45 bre. We found right
away a background count of 400 CPM on the ridge, and
600 CPM three miles to the west at Jaeumba. Since high
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eounts always indicated the presence of Ea, there could
be no doubts that Ea effects were present over the sharply
delineated divide.
On the western side the loain and clay banks sliowed
signa of reorganization toward roa. This was a first sign
of a process which ran connter to the desert development.
A few miles later we encountered the first green meadows
of the western Sierra slopes.

tion and Lhos destroyed the green chlorophyll. How far
removed from these insights were the mechanistie research
methods which were lost in a rigid atomic particle theory,
inapplieable to any suei natural funetions, barrei and
aterile as was the desert itself, as far as life funetions were
concerned.
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After three delightful clays Med with happiness in San
Diego, a beautiful, rich city, and after a trip up the coast
toward Los Angeles we returned eastward again to the
divide and the barrier above it. On the retnrn trip we had
the impression still stronger than on the way westward
that the green landa were dying. Again the atructure of
the landseape told the story of a process. The DOR Jay
heavy in the valleys. The trees were bending more in the
valleys than higher up. Meadows and mountain ranges
were dying. There were many sandy patebes, brownite
rocks both decaying and reorganizing.
The Barrier Yiddi
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Fig. 34. Tini "barrier"
with dessem lookout talarei wiatere it

brokien

The trip dome to San Diego was a great pleasure. It
was a relief to see green pastores again and a vegetation
that was not of the desert type. But the signa of progresaing drought were many and unmistakable all through the
Pacific Coast. Again, I liad the impression of a tug-of-war
between the forces of Life and the forces of Death, between
OR and DOR, yellow Orene which produced ehlorophyll in
its merger with the blue atmospheric OR energy and the
black Melanor which absorbed the yellow from the vegeta-

We arrived at Boulder Park on the divide late that day
and made ready to start operations ou the barrier the
following day, March 6ih. 1 saw that the elonds on approach to or while pasaing the barrier wonld dissipate
exactly the way I had seen it happen over the observatory
at Orgonon in the Oranur years, 1952 and 1953. The
whitish, thick clouda wonld become fuzzy at the advancing
fringes, the thin threacis would dissolve completely until
the whole clond, no matter how thick would disappear,
never to be seen again in its original form. It was absorbed by DOR. This could be seen by its turning in color
from whitt to steel gray or dirty gray and becoming rectangular. Steel gray, rectangular or fuzzy clonds are therefore always signa of the presence of DOR, as are the dirty
blackish sky and the high baekground count. Both indicate
effects of present or past presence of Ea. The destruction
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of the clouds at the western barrier svae of Vais kind and
umnistakable.
Tile truck with the Spacegun eame uri., to the divide at
noon on March 6; at 14:00 hrs. operating started. This first
operation confirmed fully what we had learned in Maine
and in Arizona. The background count was 500 to 800 at
14:00 hrs. There were heavy streaks of blackish DOR
acrosa the land in the direction south to north. The clouds
were diasipating while passing this barrier. We drew
inostly from the zenith for many hours, crisscrossing it ;
tu ree operators were alternating at the apacegun controla
with constant movement of the draw pipes. We did not
orurize that day. The result was good. At 17 :15 hrs. the
zenith was covered with clouds. Clonds began to pass over
but were etill being dissipated farther to the east. At 17 :30
hrs. the background count had come down from the previous 800 to 200 CPM. The following day, on the 7th of
March, the counts were 150 at 07:00 hrs., but remained high
with 500 to 900 all through the day. We had with our
operations apparently drawn some attention from our
space visitara.
An atomic bornb was exploded on March 7th, at 05:30
hrs. mountain time. We drew mostly fruta zenith all that
day. The DOR barrier which lay acrosa the mountains,
parallel with its north to south direction behaved, to use
an example from the realm of the living, like a " sleeping
animal" that was being tiekled; it moved somewhat, but
refused to wake up. The air was ateie. Upon sufficient
drawing, it would atir into a refreshing breeze and the
sour taste of DOR would dirainieh. However, as soon as
the operation stopped, the atmosphere returned to its
tormer iluggishness. DOR carne down heavy upon the
ground. The boulders in the desert to the north which had
been gray-white to begin with blackened visibly.

The white sands darkened. Around our truck, greening
began to appear. We all had the impression that the white
sand absorbed the Melanor eagerly. We decided to orurize
the fellowing aay.

In the early afternoon the barrier seemed to fali apart.
Melanor appeared on rocks, ranges, boulders en masse.

On March 8th, 09:55, the plane arrived from Tucson
trailing along orur in the container. The counts inside the
plane were 400, 50 feet away 800, and at the container
itself 100,000+++.
Operations started at 10:08. The atmosphere gave a
count of 900 to 1000 CPM, 12 minutes later 400 CPM. The
temperature at the machine bati elimbed to 110 degrees
Fahrenheit. The orur operation was concluded at 11:36
hrs. with a total of 88 minutes. The eky over the former
barrier was clear. A fresh breeze was blowing from the
west. However, I did not expect that it would last ; the
barrier was expected to dose in again. I decided to leave
the Orur material at the Jacumba airport and to senti, if
necessary, a plane from Tucson for it later on. It remained
at Jacumba when the base there was established at a farm.
Three jets with vapor trails were seen between 09:30
and 09:43 hrs. above the barrier, flying from east to west.
The vapor tilais were short and rather thin.
One operator remained near the Jacumba airport and
continued drawing thronghout that afternoon after i had
left. The response of the atmosphere quiekened. The OR,
energy flow was east to west all day. High thin clouds
began to form over the barrier during the night.
At seven o 'clock the following morning the clouds still
dispersed over the barrier; the atmosphere was blackish
and "fiai." However, the response to the drawing operations was better, with winds coming up from the southwest, always an indication of possible raro. Blueness
began to stream into the valleys from the west, the flatness
decreased and the atmosphere began to sparkle. The
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temperature in the sun dropped from 80° to 74° at ibera
09:00 hrs.
At 11:00 hrs. a bine haze torn=e in front of the mannony strong and the wind cbnt
tains. The OR fiow was nove vertinued from. the southwest. Clouds formed rapidly,
still dispersed overhead at the barrier.
At 14:00 hrs. the temperature bad dropped to 72°. The
atmosphere felt-moist. Moisture was streaming in from_
the southwest. The bine haze and the elondiness inereased
rature was down to 64°.
further and at 16:00 hrs. the tampe
Most of the time the operator had had contact with,the
"wind," i.e., the fine breeze which is felt when the operafiou ia in touch with a strong OR stream. The, raachine
was left operating stationary drawing from the soutbwest.
A heavy dew developed during the nigbt.. The sky became
eloudy. But the doada were still breaking up. The sky,
however, looked whitish and moist.
In the early morning at 08 :30 hrs., while "eatching the
wind," it was fauna that drawing fraco the northwest inereased the growth of the ciou& irr zenith and the southwest. At 10:00 the sky was mostly overclonded with thin
daneis. Strange clond formations appeared to the west
and moved eastward. These were at first wavy, blackd
lines against the white overcast. They extended downwar
existent
into streanters, apparently attracted by the still
DOR ceiling. Then they grew into fat douda and turned
yellow brown. They continued to greve and then becante
dark blue and heavy like thick raie donas. At 20:00 the
-tuba. During the
first sprinkle of raia oecurred at Jacu
foliowing two hours the raia seemed to have it difficult to
come down, but the sky rewained covered. The operator
continued drawing, as should lie done in sueb cases, frorn
the weak areaa in the sky. The eloudhnster was left drawali and coning from low northwest. Light rain began to f barrier vias
tinned to fali tiironghout the night where the
breaking np.

The following morning the raia gained strength. It
rained at 06:00 hrs. steady and heavily in the typical
gentle, soaking Oranur manner. Motorista reported heavy
raio in the desert around El Centro acros@ the barrier to
the (met.
However, at 10:00 lira. the raia stopped. The donde
began to break up again at the barrier. The operator was
unable to stop the break-up with the cloudbuster. At
12:00 hrs. the clouds dispersed at the edge in the southwest. Se.attered eloud formations bung over the desert
to the east.
The wind continued from the southwest. Also the drawing operations were continued for the sixth eonsecutive
day.
The raia totais on Mareh 11, 1955, were for
Jacumba, Calif.
......... 14 inch
El Centro
lá inch
San Diego
............ ..... 0.38 inch
La Jolla
0.49 inch
Pasadena
. .......... ..... 1.00 inch
Los Angeles
0.56 inch
Yuma, Ariz.
traces only
On Mareh 12th there was a heavy dew again during the
night. There was, however, only little response to the operation by the atmosphere, possibly hecause of the moistare
having heen ernptied, The mountain slopes were greening
and prairie grass had appeared on the slopes similar to the
Tucaon regiam
The operator returned to base in the afternoon. He
drew off and on along the way, too, and he drove with open
Cloudhuster pipes.

ir
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REPORT ON OROP "ORUR" BARRIER,
JAMMBA, CALIFORNIA
Tuesday, Hardt 8+1,, 1955
Continued drawing throughout afternoon from SW
and W and zenith, eatching the wind.
Response of atmosphere to eloudbuster gradually
quickens during p.m.
Cloudbusier drawing from SW duriug night, oecasional movement.
OR fiow was E-W ali day.
Uigh thin cloudiness forms during night.
Night warmer than usual.
Wednesclay, li!arch 9th, 1955
07:00—No breeze, atmosphere fiat, blackish, donde
disperse.
08 :00—Began drawing, inoving clondbuster. Response
imraediate, wind springs up from SW.
Air freshens, bine begins to pour into valley
from west.
Flatness decreases and atmosphere begins to
sparkie.
OR flow W-E weak.
Teraperature in sun drops from 80 at 8 a.m. to
74 by 9 a.m.
11:00---Bine continues to pear in, a blue haze in front
of Mts.
OR tlow very strong W-E.
Strong wind continues from SW.
Drawing is mostly from SW, Zenith and W.
Clouds begin to forni and disperse overhead.
14:00—Temperature in sun down to 72.
Air feels very moist, as though nioisture.
streaming ia from Slf.
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15:30—Blue haze and eloudiness increasing.
16:00—Temperature down to 64.
22 :00—Ciondbuster now left stationary drawing from
SW.
Moving drawing, catehing the wind had been
conducted most of the time since 8 a.m.
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Thursday, March 10th, 1955
Eeavy deus during the night. Sky olondy ; overbead
and SW, clouds beginning to break up. Sky has
a white, moist-looking overcast.
08 :30—Began drawing * • * catohing the wind • • •
found that drawing from the NW inereases
the cloral growth at Zenith and to SW.
10:00----Sky mostly cloudy, whitish thin clouds • • e
strange cloud formations appear to west and
move eastward. At first these are wavy,
black lines against the white overcast, they
aend streamers down, begin to grow into fat
donas, turn a yellowish brown, continue to
grow and then get very dark bine and heavy
* • * like thick raro donde.
20 :00----Virst sprinkle occurs.
Light short sprinkles ~rir during next two hours,
seems to be having a barri time to come down • • •
sky covered. Continued drawing, from weak areas
in sky, from low to Mts. to east and from low NW.
Low NW seemed to be the moet effeetive.
24 :00—Stopped drawing; left clondlmster drawing
from low to NW.
Light rain begins to fali, falis intermittently
throughout the night.
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Friday, March llth, 1955

Saturday, March 12th, 1955

06:00—Light rain, increases and raios steady and
heavier until 9 a.m. Rain is soaking and
penetratiny, steady Oranur type. Motorist:and motorcyclist report heavy raio in desert
around El Centro, across the barrier to
east.
10:00—Light raia stops, clouds begin to break up • • •
unable to prevent breakup with clondbuster.
12:00—At desert tower • * • clouds coming over from
SW expand and disperse at edge ' • scattered cloud foiniations hang over desert to
east.
By drawing from the desert floor from NE, the
clouds coming ovei do not disperse as rapidly
or as completely.
Raie totais:
Jacumba, Calif.
El Centro, Calif.
San Diego, Calif.
La Jolla, Calif.
Pasadena, Calif.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Yuma, Arizona

Át
td

1/4 inch
..
1h inch
.38 inch
.49 inch
1.00 inch
.56 inch
. .. trace

ás

Heavy dela again during the night. Dew reported to be
raro in this area.
OR flow E-W, much bine haze in front of Mts.
Calm, no breeze.
Little response of atmosphere to cloudbuster OROP.
Mountain slopes greening, prairie grasa has appeared
on the mountain slopes, similar to the Tucson
region.
OROP "ORUR", Jacumba, California.
09:00 to 10:00 hrs. (one hour)
Primarily from Zenith and SW • • • attempt
to drill holes in atmosphere.
The Weather Bureau had not mentioned the rain over
the "American Sahara" and El Centro. The following
letter was therefore senta
Expedition OROP Desert Ea.
Rt. 6, Boi 281
Tucson, Arizona
March 15th, 1955

Clouds and Raia cante from the southwest.
15:00—Low scattered clouds, very doar, fresh, and
clean atmosphere.
Steady wind continues from 5W.
Continued drawing from the SW.

F. W. Reichelderfer
Chief
United States Weather Bureau
Washington, D. C.
Dear Mr. Reichelderfer:
We wish to have on record the following facta and
evento: On March 7th, 8th, 9th, and 10th, 1955 the Orgone
Institute's Expedition ORO? Desert Ea. condueted experi-
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mental Oranur Weather Control operations at Jacumba,
California. These experimenta resulted in engineered rainfall throughout Southern California, extending from the
coast eastward into the desert regiotas of Southern California. Raias reached Jacumba during the night of March
leth and extended eastward into the desert during the
early morning hours of March llth, 1955. Rainfall continued until midmorning in fhis area, a period of 6 to 8
hours, with an aceumulation at Jacumba of 1/4 of an inch
and% inch in the midelle of the desert at El Centro, California.
The above rainfall recorda and amonnts were obtained
from on the spot observation. It was quite puzzling when
thia unusual desert rainfall was neither mentioned nor reported in any of the California or Arizona weather reporta,
either newapaper or radio. The rainfall chart of this
raie pnblished in the Los Angeles Times of March 12th
not only failed to mention the desert rain but omitted entirely, rainfall amounts from the El Centro desert region.
In tl3ese times to omit or fail to report such an =usual
phenornenon is a very serious matter of national coneern.
Sincerely,
/s/ William Moias
Secretary
Orgone Instante Research Labs.
Expedition OROP Desert Ea.

sct

112$ General Services Administration Bldg.
Washington 25, D. C.
21 March 1955
Mr. William Moise, Secretary
Orgone Instante Research Laboratories, Inc.
Route 6, Box 281
Tucson, Arizona
Dear Mr. Moise:
Please let me thank you for sending as a eopy of your
letter addressed to Dr. Reichelderfer. We appreciate being
informed of your activities.
Sincerely,
/s/ Citas. Gardner, Jr.
CHAS. GAREarER, .TR.
Execntive Secretary
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COSMIC SELF — REGULATION IN
OR ENERGY METABOLISM
The breaking of the DOR barrier at the Sierra Nevadr
east of San Diego had accomplished the full breakthrough
of fresh OR energy flow from the west and southwest into
the desert basin. During 1955 the self-regulatory metabolic °pele process of OR •—> DOR energy —> Raia
OR energy had taken hold of the desert.
DOR energy in man, animal and plaut ; DOR energy in
the atmosphere ; DOR energy in outer cosmic space--all
are identical and the products of metabolizing primordial
cosmic OR energy. Here is the essence of the manner in
which OR energy surronnds and expels DOR energy:
On March 15th, 1955, shortly past 11:00 a.m., the SII-5
Geiger Counter showed ontside the building at onr base
80,000 to 100,000 CPM. Farther ont in the conrtyard the
GM eonnter was racing over all ranges toward the extreme
100,000 and far beyond. It reacted erratically. I wondered whether anything had gane wrong with the GM
connter ; however, in the building 1 found a near normal
count of 50-70. Buir in lhe free atmosphere the connter
gave again 100,000 plus, and so it was from now onward
over many weeks.
There were many AAF planes overhead. They seemed
to crisscross the sky in a nervous, searehing manner. Had
they, too, discovered the unnsual irritation of the atmosphere? Their vapor trails were long and held well over
long periods of time. The atmosphere appeared blue-gray,
with a haze as seen on beautiful warm summer days.
We drove up to Oracle Junction, 40 Infles away. Everywhere the counts went up to 100,000+++ in the free air
in an erratio, nervous manner. The counts in the car were
everywhere normal, 50-80 CPM, bnt also erratic, jumpy.
[ 254 ]
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There were many jets in the sky; the trails held well everywhere, except at times in zenith.
Strong south wind gusts stirred up sand, forming dast
devils here and there. The clouds were stratified, sharpedged.
What caused the 100,000+++ counts? The counts were
the following during the afternoon that day:
13:00 hrs.
100,000+4 CPM
13:30 hrs. 100,000+1* CPM
14:00 hrs.
100,000
CPM cloudy
15:00 hrs.
40,000
CPM DOR "routed,"
12 min. orur
to zenith
17:30 hrs.
40,000 to 60,000 CPM
20:00 hrs.
40 to
80 CPM
The following day the counts were :
09:00 hrs.
12:00 hrs.
16:00 hrs.
19:00 hrs.

40,000 CPM
100,000 CPM
100,000 CPM
40-60 CPM

An Ea had appeared the evening beforo in the south
and had boen drawn from 19:10 till 19:30 hrs. by one operator. Had Chis Ea done some new damage to our atmosphere: Or were we dealing with an unknown kind of selfsnstained chain reaction? In any case, the atmosphere
reacted as if highly irritated.
On Mardi 17th at 07:00 hrs. I counted 6000 CPM in
the open air. At 09:00, 11:00, 12:00, 13:00 and 16:00 the
counts went up rapidly to 100,000+++ again. The milliroentgen counts went up to 20 mi/h. That afternoon the
counts were 40,000 to 60,000 at 17:00 hrs. at Oracle and
20,000 at Oracle Road at 18:00 hrs. The), carne down to
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600 to 800 CPM at 18:30 hrs. at Little Orgonon. it hact
rained at Oracle the night before.
I had w-ired Dr. Silvert in New York
"Please measure hourly daytime and nighttime rdmospherie Geiger eounts per minutes outside city.
Wire result. Counts here one hundred thousand
plus for the 6th consecutive day."
Ris answer was:
"Hourly measuremonts 120 miles Montauk overnight and return 1800 Mareli 19 to 1500 March 20
show 30 CPM maximum."
In the evening lhe riddle dissolve(' within the framework of the Orgone Theory :
It was quite logical to assume that the surfaee of the
globe developed, in agreement with the identical proeess
in living beings, a shell or an armar between the ground
and the ceiling DOR. This armar now was eracking up.
The ceiling DOR had heen removed carlier. The high
eounts at the OM counter represented the energy discharge
and sudden release of highly pena up energy. OR energy
in discharge is always motoric and in the state of pointed
existente. The following comparison will be given synoptically to illustrate:

1
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Desert

Ar nored Living Organism
Life Energy gone stale

Same

DOR sequestration Amor L)OR-eeiling
DOR-overground
Dryness, thirst

Dryness, parching

Seeondary drives

Secondary vegetation

Defensive, "priekly" eharPrickly growth
Reter
Adjustment to life with DOR Adjustment to desert life
Exeitation upon breaking of High CPM counts npon
armar
breaking of DOR
Funetional fever : OR expels Same: OR expels DOR (hurDOR
ricane, tornado, whirlwind, dast devil)
Once more orgonomic theory formation had reached
a new levei in its search for the CFP of nature N = 1.
The high atmospberic eounts reinained the same over
the following days. I stopped ali routine operations and
measuremonts on March 24th, 1955. The counts eontinned
to be near normal within the buiiding: low, with a few hundred CPM in the early morning, increasing to 100,0004-1-+
during the day and deereasing again to a hundred in the
evening. It was in step with the sun radiation and its
variation ia the daily eyele.
Wonld this self-regulatory chain reaction continue to
rise or would it stop some day, During 1955 and 1956 1
found out more about this self-regulatory, self-eleaning exeitation of the atmospbere in various regions of the U.S.A.
The high mulita went with strong moisture and a bluegray haze. The southwest became cooer. Atomie bomb
explosions were postponed for the sixth time on March
20th.
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It rained over southern California. At 12:50 heavy
clouds were coming in from the west : "Dust Monne." The
dast was with it, of course, since the gusty wind drove
the sand ahead of itself. Basicallv, however, and in full
agreement with the orgonomic assumption that mechanical
movement is the result of OR energy movement, the sand
storm and the clouds turned out to be DOR. clouds, hunted
by whirling, spiraling, powerful OR energy. And behind the hunted DOR carne raio. As soon as the raia
started, the CPM cama down from 100,000 to 15,000. When
the raia stopped again, the counts went up to 100,000+++.

It ma), well be found by further research that the
oceans of this planet carne about by such transformation
of D9R, that dug deep into the planetary surface rock,
into water, whieh then tilled the deep eaten-out canyons.

The clouds had to be triggered by drilling holes 'into
the sky to ponr out their raia. The water never reached
the ground, as if it were absorbed by or changed into
something that was not water.

11

Water was not being absorbed by DOR. Water changed
into DOR. This bee.ame quite obvious. It explained the
well-known desert phenomenon of raia eoming down from
clouds, but stopping in the aimosphere, never reaching the
ground. Water changes bato DOR. And, the next thought
Iogically followed ; DOR changes into water, too. In forra
of an orgonometric equation :

-5'1)411?

MATE're

44./i

OR

np//

") //filfcT/e *f

Cear,:

Water degenerates into DOR by deterioration of its
chemical constituents into acid ions H+ and Ozone, O.
rei

Water arises from DOR by regrouping of the constituents :

DOR2f/ j .3071,47-0/9 5 a0) 492
ik

1

This touches upon the problem of the creation of our
atmosphere. No more should be said about this at this
point, tempting as immediate speculation on the subject
may be.
It rained neatly on March 21, 1955. I concluded our
operations on March 24th, 1955. We established a base at
Jacamba, equipped with two Cloudbusters, a truck and
sufficient laboratory equipment. We wound up our affairs
during April and started on the way homeward to Orgonon
again at the end of April, 1955.
Our ,sob in Arizona was done.

Written during the winter 1955-1956 from Records
of the Expedition OROP DESERT Ea, by Wilhelm Reich.
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Air Force and Ea, 48ff
Air Force Technical Intelligence Center (ATIC), 78ff
"American Safara", 240
(Ea,
Arizona Expedition, transportation of cloudbuster,
McCullough, 124ff)ding
Arizona Expedition, trip to Arizona, 111ff
Armored living organisrn and desert, 257
1,CT
Atmosphere, extension of and ORUR, 231
new
Atmosphere, probing on mountain ridges, 233
Atmosphere, radical change in, 235
sttbio:f
"Atmospheric fever", 217
Atmospheric "ORUR" effect, 23ff
Atmospheric self-regulation, 212ff
kysAtomic radiation (see NR and NU)
pre"Atoais for Peace", 171
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Baker, Elsworth, M.D., 133, 170
"Barrier", 212ff
"Barrier" yields, 243ff
"Battle of the Universe", 85ff
Black Orem (Oe), 153ff
Black Rocks, 239ff
Breakdown of spacegun operator, 179ff
Cloudbuster, 33
Committee, Advisory, on Weather Control, 253
Comrnon Functioning Principie (CFP) of Nature, 257
Compass deviation and ORUR, 191
"CORE Men", 70
Cosmic OR ocean, 41
Cosmic self-regulation 254ff
Crumbling of rock, 46, 155
"DeDORizing", 115
Desert and armored living organism, 257
"Desert amor", 116
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Desert development, 148ff
DOR (Deadly Orgone Energy), 148ff
and disintegration of forests, 152
and jet vapor trails, 89ff
and slag from outer space, 155
and water, 150, 258
ceiling, 172ff
clouds, 111
desert, 121
desert, functional succession of events, 239
Emergency, 46
Emergency observations, 111ff
erosion of rock, 146
hunger for nourishment, 151
hunted by OR, 166
pocket, 172ff
sickness, 233
Dust devils, 166
Ea (definition), xxiii
attack on cloudbuster, McCullough, 139ff
and CPM, protocol, 221ff
and stars, differentiation between, 12
Battle of Tucson, 199ff
DOR and cloud formation, 165ff
nodes of, 201
questionnaire by ATIC on sighting, 55ff
survey on, 68ff
swinging, 98
under ORUR influence, 35, 43, 83ff, 207ff
"We were being watched", 31
Emotional desert, 151
Equations, orgonornetric, 73ff, 99ff, 102ff, 258
Et (Orite), 129, 159
Explosion of Feb. 15, 1955, 221ff
Financial Committee, 133
Fluorescent lights and Orene, 153
"Flying Saucer" probkm, 68
Functionalism and mechanism, 98
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Galactic O? stream, 167
GM, 100,0t, C.PM and ORUR, 44, 197
GM, 100,000++ +CPM, March, 1955, 254
Gravity, negative, 95
Greening of sandy desert, 158ff
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Keyhoe, Donald, Report on UFO's, 7
"Knowledge of the Future", 9
KRW ("Kreiselsvellen"), swings
15, 71, 95ff
Life energy (Le), 148ff
"Little Orgonon", 143
Lt (dead life energy), 153
McCullough, Robert A., 7, 124ff, 138ff
Mechanism and functionalism, 98
Melanor (Me), 6, 153, 154, 157, 239ff
Metabolism of life energy, 148ff
Moise, William, 78ff, 136
Nature, CFP of, 257
Negative gravity, 95
Nodes of Ea, 201
NR (nuclear radiation), 25
NU (nuclear material), 29, 219
"Oasis", 115
"Obstacle in the Way", 212ff
OR (orgone energy) metabolistn and cosmic self-regulation, 254ff
OR motor, 44
OR ocean, cosmic, 41
OR potential, 45, 172
OR st.-^am, galactic, 167
OR units, 37ff
Oranur and NU, 219
Oranur Experiment, First Report, 24, 37ff, 89
Oranur Experiment, Second Report, 25ff
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Oranur had burst into our lives, 5
Oranur rain, 204ff
Orene (Oe), 152
Orite (Et), 129, 159
OROP Ea, 35
OROP Infant, 115
OROP ORUR, 236ff
OROP "ORUR" Barrier, Report, 24811
ORUR, 43ff
and cloudbuster, 33
and radar, 195
arrival at Tucson, 183ff
effect, atrnospheric, 23ff
first operations in desert, 202
highly excited, 197
technological use, 28ff
transfer to Tucson, report, 189ff
TV report, 195
vs. nuclear explosions, a possibility, 225
Orurization, 30ff, 219
Pendulurn motion, 97
Planetary Professional Citizens Committee, xxiii
"Planetary Valley Forge", 138ff
Proto-vegetation, 158ff
Radar and ORUR, 195
Rain, oranur, 204ff
Rainfall figures, Feb. 16-18, 1955, 227, 228
Rainfali figure:, March 11, 1955, 247
"Red Sands", 157
Reich, Ernest Peter, 137
Reich, Eva, M.D., 136, 208ff
Relative humidity rise, 122, 161, 169
"Right to be Wrong", 174ff
Ross, Tom, 185
Ruppelt, E. J., Report on UFO's, xxii, 15, 88
Self-regulation, atmospheric, 212
Self-regulation, cosmic, 254ff
Silvert, Michael, M.D., 114, 133, 189ff
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"Southern Ea-CM" over Tucson, 208ff
Spacegun, 43
Space War PossibIe—General MacArthur, xxiii
Spinning waves (see KRW)
Stars and Ea, differentiation between, 12
"Stars" fade out, 3ff
Steig, 'William, 133
"Swing", n, 95ff
Swing and "Electrocardiogratn", 100
T-bodies, 153
Tornadoes, 166
Transfer of ORUR to Tucson, Report, Silvert, 189ff
Transportation of cloudbuster to Tucson,
McCullough, 124ff
"Turret" shape in desert, 119
UFO (Unidentified Flying Objecta), xxii, 3
UFO, sighting in relation to Venus, 175
"Vacar", 69
White Orene (Oe), 152, 153
White Orite (Et), 129, 159
"White Sands", 158
Work democracy, 214
Yellow Orene, 242
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death of vegetation, i.e., desert development. It shows how the current
imbalance of the forces, ()R and
DOR, in favor ui DOR threatens
cotitinued life on this planet and
causes the planet itself to move
toward disintegration and death —
that is, complete desert. It shows the
connection between spaceships (Ea,
LIF0s) and the present severe DOlt
Emergency. It describes the disabling
of space craft with the Spacegmt.

1

Nature being one, coNTAur
SVITH SPACE examines the new
basic energetic facts brought into the
open by the Oranur Experitnent in
terras of the various branches of
scicnce into which they ramify: biophysics, Ominar medicine, astrophysics, meteorology, chemistry and preatornic chemistry, space-technology,
man's reaction to thcse events, etc.
It deals also with the research
mcthods of the functional scientist.
Written under the severe pressure of
the planctary Emergency; under the
avalanche, so to speak, of new scientific findings loosed by new basic
discoveries; during involvement with
the physical activities of Cosmic Orgone Engineering; and under unrelenting attack by conspiratorial commercial interests—it gives some of thc
background of the diflicult social and
physical radiai in which this research was done and the book was
written; it conveys thc excitement of
the adventures which open the Cosmic Age.

Projeto Arte Org
Redescobrindo e reinterpretando W. Reich
Caro Leitor
Infelizmente, no que se refere a orgonomia, seguir os passos de Wilhelm Reich e de sua equipe de investigadores é uma questão
bastante difícil, polêmica e contraditória, cheia de diferentes interpretações que mais confundem do que ajudam.
Por isto, nós decidimos trabalhar com o material bibliográfico presente nos microfilmes (Wilhelm Reich Collected Works Microfilms) em
forma de PDF, disponibilizados por Eva Reich que já se encontra circulado pela internet, e que abarca o desenvolvimento da orgonomia
de 1941 a 1957.
Dividimos este “material” de acordo com as revistas publicadas pelo instituto de orgonomia do qual o Reich era o diretor.
01- International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research (1942-1945).
02- Orgone Energy Bulletin (1949-1953)
03- CORE Cosmic Orgone Engineering (1954-1956)
E logo dividimos estas revistas de acordo com seus artigos, apresentando-os de forma separada (em PDF), o que facilita a organizá-los
por assunto ou temas.
Assim, cada qual pode seguir o rumo de suas leituras de acordo com os temas de seu interesse.
Todo o material estará disponível em inglês na nuvem e poderá ser acessado a partir de nossas páginas Web.
Sendo que nosso intuito aqui é simplesmente divulgar a orgonomia, e as questões que a ela se refere, de acordo com o próprio Reich e
seus colaboradores diretos relativos e restritos ao tempo e momento do próprio Reich.
Quanto ao caminho e as postulações de cada um destes colaboradores depois da morte de Reich, já é uma questão que extrapola
nossas possibilidades e nossos interesses. Sendo que aqui somente podemos ser responsáveis por nós mesmos e com muitas
restrições.
Alguns destes artigos, de acordo com nossas possiblidades e interesse, já estamos traduzindo.
Não somos tradutores especializados e, portanto, pedimos a sua compreensão para possíveis erros que venham a encontrar.
Em nome da comunidade Arte Org.
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